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Durga Puja Program

Friday, October 15 Pratima Installation and Decoration      6:00 PM

Catered Dinner

Saturday, October16 Morning Schedule     9:00 AM

Pratima Sthapan, Sasthi, Saptami, Ashtami, and Navami Puja

Pushpanjali                12:00 PM

Afternoon Schedule

Prasad, Catered Lunch                    1:00 PM

Evening Schedule: Cultural Program      5:30 PM

Children’s Dance                  

A Selection of Songs

Vocalists: Gopal Das, Devoshri Mukherjee, Mahua and Nitis       

     Mukhopadhyay

Accompanists: Saumitra Banerjee (tabla), Anishaa Mukherjee 

     (ghungroo) and Nitis Mukhopadhyay (manjira)

Direction: Mahua Mukhopadhyay

Dance Recital: Rachna Agarwal

Bengali Drama (Akok): Abanti Chakraborty                   

Dinner: Catered                  8:00 PM

          Bangla Band: Aapar Bangla                  9:30 PM



Sunday, October 17 Morning Schedule                        10:00 AM

Puja, Pushpanjali, Bisorjan

 

Afternoon Schedule & Cultural Program

Prasad and Catered Lunch                              1:00 PM

Modern Songs                            2:00 PM

Featured Artist

Haimanti Shukla                              3:00 PM

the Featured Artist:

Haimanti Shukla

Her name is her introduction, a musical rhythm, a phenomenon in music in the hearts of the

thousands of music lovers. She is Haimanti Sukla. Singing came to her naturally at a very tender age

owing to her celebrity father, the very well known Late Pt. Harihar Shukla. The tradition of Indian

Classical Music in her family helped her in developing the foundation for music in her golden voice.

The charm in her voice was soon recognized in the year 1972 with her first recording “E to

kanna noy aamar” lyrics and music given by the famous Shailen Mukhopadhyay and Pulak

Bandyopadhyay. But, before that she had carved out a special image for herself in the sections of Khayal, Thumris and

Bhajans as a regular performer on the All India Radio. 

A chance rendered to her by her Patron, Pulak Bandhyapadhyay, and the famous singer, Manna Dey. The song

was supposed to be sung by Manna Dey himself but he made way for this budding singer and the song “Aamar bolaar

kichu chilo na” became an instant hit and is still a very popular number. 

It was her magical voice and her undiminished sincerity in music that she became a favorite of the likes of musical

maestros including Ustad Ali Akbar Khan, Pt. Ravi Shankar, Pt. Bhimsen Joshi, and Ustad Alla Rakha Khan as well as

Naushad. Apart from these exponents of classical music, great composers such as Hemanta Mukherjee, Salil Chaudhuri

and Manna Dey scored memorable music for her.

It is natural that such a celebrated artist will be honored with a number of awards and accolades. To name a few

are the Sur Sringer Academy award for her song “Kahan se aaye badra” in the hindi film “Chasme Baddor” in 1981. She

is also a proud recipient of Mian Tansen Award awarded to her in the year 1975. 

Haimanti Shukla has a history of four decades of a successful musical career. And yet she is also considered to

be one of the modern singers of today. From Classical Music to Nazrul Geeti to Modern songs - she performs them in an

effortless manner that has made her so popular among all classes of music lovers. 

She has performed here on behalf of BAGH at least twice before and many would recall those rousing concerts.

The organizers are thrilled to invite her back for yet another delightful encounter. 



Welcome from the President
On behalf of the Executive Committee of the Bengalee Association of Greater Hartford (BAGH, Inc.),

it is my great pleasure to welcome you and your families and friends to the 2010 Durga Puja festivities. This

year, we are celebrating 25 years of the spirit of BAGH. 

This club started its humble journey so many years ago and through its own process of evolution and

continued growth, it has changed us all. It is indeed difficult now to think of our festivities and culture in this

region without BAGH. So, we again worship the Supreme Goddess, Mother Durga, to purify our souls and

remove all obstacles in the way of our earnest desire for good health, prosperity, and universal friendship. I hope

that this special season of Durga Puja will evolve into a genuinely collective prayer for the ultimate peace and

harmony in this world. 

I also hope that you will find time to share some cheer and camaraderie, renew friendship, and spread

the word of goodwill among your own as well as new found friends and families. This should be a moment of

great pride and some humble reflections too. With the very best of my heartfelt Puja greetings,

Saumitra Banerjee

President, BAGH, Inc.  

The Executive Committee

Saumitra Banerjee, President

Tapas Bandyopadhyay, Vice President

Arindam Dasgupta, General Secretary

Subhojit Maitra, Treasurer

Tirthankar Choudhuri, Cultural Secretary

Ruma Basu, Member

Gopal Das, Member

Gautam Maulik, Member

Vivek Mukherjee, Member

Nitis Mukhopadhyay, Member



From Editor’s Desk

“ggEn ggEn aApnAr mEn kI EKlA tb|
tuim kt EbES inEmE> inEmE> intuH nb||”

                      rbIßnAF

This year’s Durga Puja marks the beginning of BAGH’s 25-year celebration. In order to commemorate this special

milestone, I decided to bring out a very substantial Souvenir Magazine. It includes nearly 117 pages of literary work and

artwork  plus the customary pages with sponsorships as well as advertisements. It has been a task of gigantic proportion and

I took it upon myself to edit this huge magazine out of my love for BAGH. 

I may mention that this magazine was going to include an article on a story of BAGH outlining how it began through

what it is today. The article was prepared-revised-edited a number of times, finally readying it for publication. Unfortunately,

the author decided to pull it at the last minute. Some readers may miss such a historical account during our 25-year

celebration. I know that I do. 

On a positive note, however, this magazine includes some personal reminiscences with partial historical accounts

of a series of Bengali plays and numerous cultural programs made possible under the auspices of BAGH. These articles, filled

with nostalgia, will make it possible for many to walk down memory lanes and appreciate BAGH’s accomplishments. 

This magazine includes a number of articles, short stories, and poems written in Bengali. I have especially tried to

preserve each author’s individual spelling and style when it comes to Bengali compositions. That should add a sense of pure

authenticity of such matters.  

I have highlighted the works of writers and artists in our community at large from both near and far. I vigorously

pursued local children to prepare masterful  pieces of literature and artwork in recognition of their remarkably expressive

ideas. I am indebted to all those who have graciously contributed their original work. If one likes what one sees or reads in

this magazine, the credit should squarely go to all writers and artists of all ages.  

This project clearly depended upon invaluable support from BAGH plus its sponsors-friends-families, and I thank

everyone involved. This year, I personally sought additional sponsorship exclusively geared toward this magazine’s

production process. In this regard, I thankfully acknowledge Sanjay and Krishna Banerjee, Ashis Basu and Ruma Tarafder

Basu, Nitya and Soma Chakraborty, Arindam Dasgupta and Mallika Ghosh, Nitis and Mahua Mukhopadhyay, and Indra and

Bandana Purkayastha for their generous financial support. Your extra care shows.

I also thank those who have individually provided valuable and productive contacts among other numerous kinds of

help. It will be terribly unfair of me if I do not mention some of them, especially, Pradip Basu, Debanjan Bhattacharjee,

Bhargab Chattopadhyay, Vivek Mukherjee, Mahua Mukhopadhyay, and Pronoma Srivastava. Kudos to all!

It should be understood that BAGH, Inc., its members, members of its Executive Committee including the editor are

in no way responsible in any shape or form for any opinion expressed (or implied) by an artist, author, sponsor, or advertiser.

Happy reading and have a great time. Wishing everyone the happiest experiences during this Durga Puja season.

Make a new friend,

Nitis Mukhopadhyay

Member, Executive Committee of BAGH, Inc.



SRIdugÑA mA’r bAhn sh pirbAr

wmA EbAs*
imDÚlTAwn, kAEniTkAT

*One of the most senior and distinguished authors in this area















Namostaswai Durge 
 

Kanti Bhusan Chakrabarti* 

Bhopal, MP India 

 

 

Durga is omnipotent and omnipresent. Brahmaa, the Supreme Soul and the Energy thereof, are 

the same and ever-existent. 

 

1. GODS AND THE UNIVERSE ARE A PART OF CREATION 
All gods are a creation of the Supreme Soul along with the Universe; and these gods are 

eliminated with the dissolutions of the universe at the end of each Kalpa. Gods are there to generate 

and maintain various functions of the Universe and thus the Universe operates with an accuracy and 

precision beyond any human perception. The Kena Upanishad explains that the extended Energy of 

Brahmaa operating in all the gods is the cause of their strength.   

Durga is the Jaganmata, the Mother of the Universe, and every other being therein. She is 

existent in everything all through the Universe, including the gods. 

The Supreme Lord says, “Ekam Sadvipram Vahudha Vadanti” - Soul is one. 

Gods are created beings, and avatars, such as Ram and Krishna, are appearances of the 

extended energies of the Supreme Being to execute specific performances.  

The original God is named as Brahmaa, and performs the acts of creation. Creation is caused 

by the Supreme Soul (Lord) through the extended Energy called Jaganmata. The Supreme Soul is one 

and infinitum, bereft of origin and unknown to every being in existence. The Gods are also ever 

engaged in penance to know the Supreme Soul. 

 

2. DURGA IN CREATION 
Durga is engrossed in the Supreme Soul. She is puissant, worshiped by the gods and all living 

beings, and appears in various formations in numerous occasions.  

The concept of creation is relevant to comprehend these facts. 

“All complexity came out of simplicity, heterogeneity out of homogeneity, perfection out of 

imperfection, variety out of uniformity.”  

“In some far-off period, the whole universe existed in a state of ‘paramanu’ (atoms), invisible, 

subtle and unmanifested.” Our glorious Rishis explained, “Before, O child, this was a mere state of 

non-being, one only, without a second…from that non-being proceeds the state of being”. Rishis 

named the womb of light as “Hiranyagarbha”. 

The atoms came closer together and united in different proportions and formed molecules. The 

union implies the contraction of primeval mass which generated a great deal of heat. While the Rishis 

named the self luminous vapor as “Prajapati” or Brahma, the lord of creation, modern science 

identifies these incandescent vapors as “nebula." (The Vedas, Pandit Vidyalankar). 

Thus the process of creation continued and the universe emerged. According to Vedic opinion, 

this created universe will exist for 2,333, 227, 018 years. [Note: The Brahmaa is the Supreme Soul, 

and Brahma is the created god.] 

 

*Professionally passed through Corporate Management holding top-management positions in the 

Government and Public organizations in India. Dedicated to Spiritualism, Vedic Studies, Tantra, Yoga, Reiki, 

Astrology, Mantra-sadhana. Thanks to Ela Banerjee from Farmington, Connecticut, the author’s granddaughter, 

for helping with this piece.  



Nasadiya Sukta in Rigveda has mainly narrated Creation. “In the beginning the Divine Will 

arose. This was the first seed of the mind of the Creator. Those who can see beyond by pulling their 

mind and heart together found the binding link of the existent, the non-existent existing in the existent” 

(Rig.10.129.4). 

“The rays of the Divine will spread across the whole world. They spread below and above. And 

the result was that small and big organisms bearing seeds were born” (Rig. 10.129.5). Thus the matter 

came into existence from the spirit which acted with the Divine Will. “He indeed, is all this, what has 

been and what will be. He is the Lord of Immortality, transcending through Material existence” 

(Purusha Sukta, Rig. 10.90.2). 

It is further said that this created universe, “which is mortal, occupied only a quarter of Him, 

leaving the rest as [the] Supreme Region of immortality” (Rig. 10.90.3).  

Any speculation about the creation hereinafter cannot be true for the enormous limitation of the 

organs of the speculators. “Who truly knows, and who can declare whence it cometh and whether it 

Vanisheth? The Divine people who know were born much after creation came into being. Who then 

knows whence it has come about?” (Rig.10.129.6)  

“The Creator is perfect. He possesses perfect power. Whence is created perfect Nature? The 

perfect Universe derives life from the perfect Creator” (Atharva. 10.8.29). 

The above citations, amongst many, reveal the Creator and Divine Will as the Supreme Existent 

causing the emergence of the Universe, which includes the gods. “Deva na jananti kuto manushya” - If 

the gods are not knowing HIM, then how can Man? 

“Aham Sube pitaramasya murdhan. mama jonirapswantah samudre. Tato vitisthe bhubananu 

Vishwotamum dwam barsmanopasprishami” (Devisukta-7) - I have delivered all being (dwulok) and 

the father (cause) of Supreme Being, centre of supreme consciousness is my abode. I exist as Brahmaa 

(consciousness) in every being in multifarious forms. I am the illusionary existence spreading 

everywhere. 

“Ahameba bata eba prabamya ravamana bhubanani vishwaa. Paro diva paro ena prithivyaita- 

bati mahina sambabhuba” (Rig. Devisuktam 8) - I roam freely inside and outside of every living being 

like air, after creating all of them. Though I am beyond the space and world, dissociate-Supreme Spirit 

by formation, yet I have taken up the form of the entire Universe by my own grace. 

 

3. DURGA IN VARIOUS FORMATIONS 
The daughter of Ambhrin Rishi, Vak, adopted Brahmaa Shakti in herself through penance. She 

has narrated the Devisuktam.  

Brahma Vaibarta Puran (2/66/7-10) has narrated that the Universe has been created from the 

Spirit-origin.  

Brihannaradiya Puran addressed the Devi as the all powerful deliverer of the Universe and 

stated different names of the Devi such as Uma, Shakti, Lakshmi, Bharati, Girija, Ambika, Durga, 

Bhadrakali, Chandi, Maheshwari, Kaumari, Vaishnavi, and Varahi. 

Devi Bhagavat states, “Seyam shaktirmahamaya sachhidanandarupini rupam vibhartarupacha 

bhaktanugrahahetabe” - Thus, the Universe materialized from the Supreme Lord through the extended 

Energy of Jaganmata Durga, and she continued to remain in all beings. 

The management of the Universe has been vested upon the rulership of Manus, which are 14 in 

number, each lasting for 71 years, comprising 4 yugas i.e. Satya, Treta, Dwapar and Kali. The sum-

total of these is known as Divya-yuga, where each Divya-yuga lasts for 4,320,000 years. 

The names of the 14 Manus are (1) Swayambhuba (2) Swarochisha (3) Uttam (4) Tamas (5) 

Raivat (6) Chaksusha (7) Vaivaswata (8) Savarni (9) Dakshasavarni (10) Brahma Savarni (11) Rudra 

Savarni (12) Dharma Savarni (13) Deva Savarni or Rouchha (14) Indra Savarni or Bhoutya. The name 

of the transition point of each of the Manus is Manyantar and the present ruler is the Vaivashwata 

Manu. As said, Durga is omnipresent in every being and everywhere; she appears every time the 

necessity for redressing the sorrows and sufferings arises.  



Durga is also known as Yogamaya. Some devotees consider Yogamaya and Mahamaya as one 

and the same. Shri Vishwanath Chakraborty of Bhakti-fame, however, disagrees. Yogmaya is the 

illusory energy which covers the “avatars” or incarnations of the Lord, such as Shree Krishna 

(“Yogamaya Samabritam” – Geeta). Mahamaya, on the other hand, is the all-pervading illusory energy 

omnipresent in the Universe and existing in every being, sensory organs, matter, and space. “Taya 

sarvamidam tatam” (Shri Chandee) - She has no birth but an appearance. “Devanam 

Karyasidhharthamavirbhabati sa sada” (Chandee 1/65) - She is the “Yoganidra” of Hari, she keeps the 

Universe under Illusion, and she charms the mind of the sane person.  

Yoganidra is also known as Atmamaya or Yogamaya. Shree Hari incarnates by adopting this 

Supreme Energy and covers himself with the same. “Sambhabamatmamayaya” (Geeta 4-6). “Naham 

prakashah sarvasya yogamaya samabritaha” (Geeta 7-25) - That is why everybody cannot know HIM.  

This Yogamaya appeared at Mathura before the incarnation of Shree Krishna, being asked to 

do so, “Nandagopa grihe jata Yasoda garbhasambhava” (Chandee 11/42). “Bhagabanapi vishwatma 

viditya Kamsajam bhayam. yadunam nijanathanam yogamaya samadisat. Gachha Devi Brajam bhadre 

gopagaviralamkritam” (Bhagavat 10/2/67) - She, (Yogamaya) had fully developed the instinct of 

deepest love amongst the Gopikas on the eve of Rasa Lila, the celebration of Supreme Love. 

“Bhagavanapi te ratreeh sharodatfullamalikah. Vikshah rantum manashchakre yogamayamupa- 

shritah” (Bhagavat 10/29/1) - In Krishna stuti by Brahma (Bhagavat 10/14/21), the Energy, Yogamaya, 

was mentioned. Shri Krishna engrossed Mother Yasoda by Vaishnavi-Maya (illusion) to enhance her 

affection to the son manifold - “Prabridhhasnehakalilahridayasit yatha pura” (Bhagavat 10/8/44).  

Through the Mohini Energy of Yogamaya, Yasoda saw the entire Universe through the mouth 

of Shree Krishna. The Vaishnavi illusion has been narrated in Bhagavatam (10/8/43) as, “Ethham 

viditatatyayam gopikayam sa Eshwarah. Viashnavim byatanonmayam putrashnehamayeem vibhuh.” 

In Shri Chaitanya Charitamrita (Adi, 4 Chap), the power of Yogamaya to create illusion over 

the Bhagavan and the Devotees has been narrated beautifully. Yogamaya is also the Energy of 

kindness. So Chandee says, “Sa vidya parama mukterhetubhuta sanatanee. Saisa prasanna varada 

nrinam bhabati muktaye.” 

Mahamaya being pleased can release the devotee from the bondage of the life-cycle. “Anaya 

sulabho gneya adidevohakhileshwarah” (Narad-pancharatra). This Energy of Mahamaya is above the 

Tri-gunas. Yet, another covering Energy of Mahamaya is engrossed with Tri-gunas. “Yaya mugdham 

jagat sarvam sarve dehavimaninah” (Narad Pancharatra). Shri Bhagavat says, “Yaya sammohito joba 

atmanam trigunatmakam.”  

Shree Geeta mentioned, “Devi hyesha gunamayee mama maya duratyaya, Mameba ye prapady- 

ante Mayametam taranti te” (7/14) - My maya is having various qualities and is unsurpassable. Only 

by worshipping me can this maya be surpassed. 

  

4. WORSHIPPING DURGA 
Shri Durga has been worshiped and propitiated by gods, incarnations, Brahmins, saints, 

warriors, kings, the rich and the poor and all sufferers through all the ages and yugas for redressal and 

removal of sorrows and sufferings, for success, peace and prosperity. 

Shree Krishna advised for Durga’s worship on the eve of the Kurukshetra war, “Shuchibhurtya 

Mahabaho samgramabhimukhe sthitah. Parajayaya shatrunam Durgastotram pathaid dhrubam” (Bhish- 

ma Parva, Mahabharata). 

Similarly, the Pandavas prayed for the success of their exile by worshipping Durga, “Namaste 

sidhhasenani, Arya Mandaravasini, Kumari Kali Kapali Kapile Krishnapingale. Bhadrakali 

Namostubhyam Mahakali Namostute. Chandi Chande Namastubhyam Tarini Baravarnine. Katyayani 

Mahabhage Karali Vijaye Jaye.” 

Shri Rama also worshiped Durga for his success in war, “Om Oim Ravanasya Vadarthaya 

Ramasyanugrahaya Cha. Akale Brahmano Bodho Debyastwayee Kritah Pura” (Ramayana). 

Saint Medha narrated the necessity of worshiping Durga (Chandi) to King Surath and Vaishya 

Samadhi. Both of them worshiped Durga in the Mrinmoyee idol. “Munestasyopadeshen Mrinmoyem 



Madhumasatah. Murtim nirmaya tan pujancha chakrartubatsartrayam. Tatra agatya sa Devi tavyamis- 

tam baram dadan. Durgabaram samalavya suryabirya samudbhavah” (Rudra Chandee). 

Devi Bhagabat has narrated that the Supreme Soul (Lord) as having two features: one, ever-

joyful and the other, Energy of Maya. It is like Fire and its Burning Power or Heat. This Puran has 

specially narrated Devi Durga as a powerful redresser of sorrows, diseases, fear, sufferings and 

unhappiness (Brahmavaivarta Puran, Prakriti Part, 53). 

The worship of the Mrinmoyee idol and appearances of Devi are supported by the numerous 

instances of Shri Rama, King Surath, Shri Ramakrishna, Kamalakanta, Ram Prasad, etc. 

Shree Shree Chandee is a part of the Markendeya Purana, where the essence of Tantra Sastras 

is incorporated therein. Hence, making it compulsory to recite Shree Shree Chandee during Durga 

Puja. 

Shree Shree Chandee is also known as Durga Saptashati and Devi Mahatma. It contains 107 

Mantras. In Durga Hom (Havana), 107 “Ahutis” are performed with each of these Mantras. The 

Mrinmoyee Idol is the most worshiped form of Durga in Bengal, where she is also known as 

Mohimamoyee duly worshiped by Suratha and Samadhi. 

Devi Durga or Mahamaya, though all pervading throughout the Universe, is particularly 

exposed through women. Young, adult and old females are the living formation of Durga, and 

worshiping them is the great sadhana as prescribed. During Durga puja, formal “kumari puja” on the 

Astami and/or Navami day is compulsory. As in Mrinmoyee idol, Dhyan (meditation) on the females 

considered as an exposition of Durga, is the worship of high order. “Tam stree tam pumanasi tam kum-

ara uta va kumaree. Tam jirno dandena vanehasi tam jato bhavasi vishwatomukhah” (Shwetashwara 

Upanishad 4/4). Devi has pronounced about her uniformity, “Ekai vaham jagatyatra dwitiya ka mama- 

para” (Shree Shree Chandee 10/5). 

SHE has adopted ten forms, i.e. “Kali, Tara, Mahavidya, Shorashi, Bhuvaneshwari, Bagala, 

Sidhyavidya Ca Matangi Kamalatmika, Bhairavi, Chhinyamasta Ca Vidya, Dhumavati tatha.” “Eta 

Dasa Mahavidyah Sidhyavidyah Prakirtitah” (Chamunda Tantra). Durga has been transforming into 

numerous formations, features and faculties over the ages, yugas, and reigns of Manus.  

SHE has also adopted formations and formalities of numerous regions and societies.  

SHE is the Deity of all and everybody.  

SHE is the giver of health, wealth, peace and prosperity, dharma and moksha, wins, and 

wisdom.  

SHE has become Katyayani to fulfill the prayer and penance of Saint Katyayan, Sati as the 

daughter of Prajapati Daksha; Uma Haimavati became daughter of Menaka, Parvati in Himalaya 

Kingdom, Uma.  

SHE has not only produced everything but entered into all of them.  

“Tat sristwa tadevanupravishat” - SHE is transcendent and immanent (Devisuktam-8, Rig.) 

APARAJITA STOTRA has narrated the MATRISHAKTI vividly. This Devisuktam is all 

benevolent. Day to day proper recitation of the Aparajita Stotram awakens “kundalini,” the dormant 

power located in the Muladhara Chakra of the Devotees with achievements of beneficial powers to 

lead a spiritual life having Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksha, subject to regular practices with 

dedication. Kundalini gradually rises up through the susumna channel towards Swadhisthana, 

Manipura, Anahata, Vishudhha and Agya chakras. The ultimate chakra is the Sahasrara to enter into 

Samadhi. 

Shree Shree Durga has been worshiped in various names by Buddhists, Jains, and the Lamas of 

Tibet amongst others. Kalpatantra, Samajtantra, Tripitak of Buddhism, Ratnasagar of Jainism, etc. may 

be referred to as her names for the same. Shree Guru Govind Singh compiled “Dasm Badshah ki 

Granth” 4
th

, 5
th

 & 6
th

 part, compatible with Shree Chandee. Chanasti Devi and Kotishri Devies are 

worshiped in Japan. Marichi Devi is “Dasabhuja.” Lamas in Tibet invoke Marichi Devi as Usha Devi 

also, and so on. 



Properly remembering Shree Durga and narrating HER glories can be made only by a saint of 

Vedic status, which will be voluminous and as sacred as the Vedas which is impossible for a humble 

person like me. 

Prayed that SHE energies everybody, the suffering persons of all status, to be capable and 

enable one surrender to HER feet breaking through the coverage of Maya, the illusion. As prayed by 

Kazi Najrul, we may also surrender to her, so that she will always remain in our soul as Chinmoyee 

Mother, “Chinmoyee Roop dhare aay.” 

We may also recapitulate Ravindra Nath’s submission to HER, “Charana dharite diyogo amare 

niyo na niyo na saraye jivana marana sukh dukh diye bakshye dharibo jaraye.” 

 

An adjunct to this humble submission for the devotees of the Mother to be recited 1008 times daily to 

realize the effect of Durga’s power: “OM HRIM DURGE DURGE RAKSHANI SWAHA.”  

 

 

OM TAT SAT 

 

 

 

 
   

 

 



EdbIsU™m
idlIp Ev±imk

bAiLTEmAr, EmrIlYAä

Dilip Bhowmik is a celebrated author of numerous books and articles in and about literature, history,

and languages. He is an acclaimed a poet, lyricist, and a musician. Songs written and composed by him

have been recorded by legendary performers including Haimanti Shukla and Sriradha Badyopadhyay.  



Collage 1 

 

(1) 

 

(2) 

 

(3) 

(1)-(3): BAGH participated in the “Incredible 

India” Festival, September 2010 held in Riverfront 

Plaza, Hartford. This was a charity-event to raise 

fund for Hungry Children of Connecticut. 
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(6) 

(4)-(6): BAGH picnic, Summer 2008.  

 



Remembering 

 

 

Dr. Amitabh R. Ram 

 

 

 

 

The families and friends of BAGH deeply mourn Amitabh’s passing. 

We remember his genuine warmth, friendship, softness, humor, and 

invaluable service to our community, including past membership in the 

Executive Committee of BAGH, and beyond. 

  

 

“smuEK SAi¾tpArAbAr - 
vAsAo trNI Eh kNÑ}Ar|” 

                                               rbIßnAF [Akur 



          

                
        

      

      *Has played crucial roles in the upbringing and nurturing of BAGH since its inception. He

          has served as an officer of BAGH in a number of capacities including treasurer and a mem-

    bership in its election committee.



Remembering Amitabh Ram 
 

Nitis Mukhopadhyay 

Glastonbury, Connecticut 

 

 
On Thursday, July 15, 2010, Amitabh Ram, MD, passed away by attaining eternal rest and peace. He is 

survived by his mother, wife (Piyali), daughter (Pronoma), and a younger brother. This account of my appreciation 

was prepared with the help of some pertinent information obtained from The Hartford Courant (July 18, 2010) 

supplemented by my personal reminiscences.  

 

 

 
 

 

Amitabh was a Pediatrician by profession. He ran two successful pediatric practices in Hebron and 

Hartford. His staff, patients, and community remember him for his quality of care, service, compassion and 

competence. With his customary dedication and devotion he built his practices. They will continue to serve the 

community. 

    

He received his medical degree from National Medical College, Kolkata, India. Amitabh was truly an 

exceptional individual, compassionate towards the community and a pillar of strength to his family and friends. He 

excelled as an Assistant Professor at the University of Connecticut Health Center in Farmington with his deep 

rooted life-long passion for both teaching and research in medicine. 
 

Amitabh cared deeply about children and understood their needs. He passionately started a non-profit U.S. 

organization called MSIHA (Magis Slyvestris International Health Agency). MSIHA (P.O. Box 359, Hebron, CT 

06248) had begun with the primary mission of serving under-privileged children in India and that same mission has 

continued to blossom since its inception.  
 

Currently, MSIHA runs two thriving educational centers, one in Kolkata and second one in Varanasi. These 

wonderful centers provide training in computer literacy and spoken English for children from lower socio-

economic backgrounds and those who are physically challenged. Amitabh’s vision, contribution, sacrifice, and 

humanitarian work in this field are inspirational and remain unmatched. His friends and family hope to carry 

forward his pioneering work with support from those who care to lend a helping hand.  
 

Many friends and families of BAGH are gathered here. Some knew Amitabh well, others perhaps less. But, 

Amitabh felt close to all of us. He was a charmer with his characteristic smile, softness of heart, genuine warmth, 

and most of all his sense of caring, friendship, and humor. He loved watching serious films and not-so-serious 

films, enjoyed serious music and not-so-serious music. He loved to read and he loved his family.  
 

Amitabh was truly a pillar of this community but he never sought the limelight. Given all the fame and 

kudos that he deservedly earned, he was one of the most easy-going friends that I have met. In this crowd, I can 

vouch for many who will agree with me with heart and soul. All friends and families of BAGH will continue to 

miss Amitabh dearly for a very long time. 

  

Good bye, my friend. 

 



*A professor of hematology-oncology at the University of Connecticut Health Center

in Farmington. He is a highly acclaimed actor and director of Bengali plays, and a

long-time associate of  BAGH.  





       

           

           



Reminiscences of Cultural Programs 

Under the Umbrella of BAGH 

 

Mahua Mukhopadhyay* 

Glastonbury, Connecticut 

 

 

Introduction 

Twenty five years ago Bengali Association of Greater Hartford (BAGH) was formed. Throughout 

the years, there have been many changes and now it is called BAGH, Inc. My family and I moved to 

Connecticut twenty five years ago. We were fortunate enough to attend BAGH’s first Bijoya gathering 

held in 1985. I remember enjoying that cultural program very much, where our own Mrs. Pranati 

Chakraborty (Pranati-di) was the main singer and accompanying her on tabla was Dr. Saumitra Banerjee 

(our very own, Saumitra-da) who is now the President of BAGH, Inc. Unfortunately, I do not remember 

who else performed with Pranati-di during that program. Since my family and I were very new to the 

community, I remember wanting to meet the performers.  

I, myself, loved to sing and so my personal interest in meeting Saumitra-da was very important at 

that time and what a journey it has been! 

 

Some Early Performers  

Pranati-di was a student of Pandit Jnan Prakash Ghosh and she often sang his selections from his 

music. She enthralled our audiences in many programs and everyone, including myself, used to wait for 

her to go on stage. Whenever Pranati-di sang, Saumitra-da’s tabla accompaniment used to reach a 

different height. I fondly recall Dr. Amal Das’s (Amal-da) melodious renditions of Rabindrasangeet and 

Mr. Amit Ray’s (Amit-da) mastery in playing his favorite mouth-organ. They enthralled the audiences 

many a time. 

The year was 1987, when I was asked to perform during Durga puja. I remember the year vividly 

because my parents were visiting at the time and my younger son, Ranjan, was just a few months old. 

This was my first performance at a BAGH program. Needless to say, I was very excited and felt honored 

at being asked to sing. I, along with my husband, Nitis, sang a few songs and Saumitra-da accompanied 

on tabla. That was the beginning of our long personal association with BAGH, Saumitra-da and its 

numerous cultural programs.  

As my two sons, Shankha and Ranjan, grew older, they also started performing in BAGH’s 

cultural events, primarily during Saraswati Puja. They were both talented and the four of us, the 

Mukhopadhyay family, had great opportunities to perform in many of our festivities during Durga Puja, 

Saraswati Puja, and Basanta Utsav. As years passed, we included many of our local friends in performing 

with us, including young children and our two sons. 

 

Cultural Secretaries 

The wonderful Cultural Secretaries took their responsibilities very seriously and they worked very 

hard, just like other committee members. I remember Dr. Sudhangshu Bose (Sudhangshu-da), Saumitra-

da, and others wearing Cultural Secretaries’ hats a number of times. In the past few years, Mr. Tirthankar 

Choudhary (Tirthankar-da) has been doing a great job in this regard. 

 

 

 *A long-time associate of BAGH. Few years ago, she held the office of its cultural secretary. 

 



Sound System 

Those of us who have performed on-stage know very well how critical it is to be blessed with 

some great help managing and directing our sound system. Sudhangshu-da, Tirthankar-da, Indrajit 

(Purkayastha) and others have run this system for many years. 

Tirthankar-da continues to setup and run our sound system like a magician. I recall that 

Sudhangshu-da often sat with the sound system along with the helping hands from younger Kris and Jay 

(the Bose children).  

 

More Recent BAGH   

As BAGH evolved, so did its committees, visions, and views. These things should have changed 

over time and they did whether one liked the changes or not. Few years ago, the association was 

registered as a not-for-profit and non-taxable entity. That was a great undertaking. Thanks to the younger 

confidants for moving this along. This was long overdue.  

When such changes were taking place, I once became the Cultural Secretary. During my time in 

office, I had the opportunity to organize a number of cultural programs where talented young children 

were the featured artists. Since my sons were very involved, I wanted other children to have the same 

opportunity to showcase their talent. These children had to be taught to sing Bengali songs and play 

Bengali songs on their instruments of choice. It was my pleasure to teach these children (who are now all 

adults) and give them the confidence to perform in front of an audience. These programs were big 

successes and I enjoyed being a part of their success. 

 

Old Times 

 I remember at least one occasion when Mrs. Papiya Chanda (Papiya-di) performed Orissi dance. I 

also recall when Pranati-di led a large group of singers including Dipa (Mrs. Dipa Choudhury) and Dali-di 

(Mrs. Dali Basu) on-stage. They were the pioneers and no one should forget that they paved the stage for 

the rest of us that followed.  

Our own Payel (Mrs. Antima Chakraborty) was, and still is a talented dancer. I remember waiting 

for any dance-item performed by Payel and/or her mother, Mrs. Soma Chakraborty (Tuli). Those were 

simply unbelievable dance recitals. Lucky for us, they also danced to the tune of the live music performed 

by Nitis, myself and others in our group. 

I especially recall a very early encounter with the children’s program in 1986. The Riju and Raja 

(sons of Dr. and Mrs. Asis Das), Babul (son of Dr. and Mrs. Dipak Das), Payel (daughter of Dr. and Mrs. 

Nitya Chakraborty), and Deboshri (daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Dipak Dey) sang. Shankha accompanied on 

tabla which was sizably big for him at the time. These children were so small at the time and so serious 

about their music! 

 

 
 

From left to right: Shankha (tabla), Nitis and Mahua, Deboshri, 

Raja, Babul (keyboard), Antima, and Riju. West Hartford, 1986. 

 



I recall that at one cultural program, Shankha and Dev, son of Dr. and Mrs. Subrato Ray, played 

violin duet together. It was wonderful seeing the two good friends play their instruments together on 

stage. I also remember Payel singing during a Saraswati puja program. She was very young, already a 

great dancer, but she never sang on-stage before. She had to learn a Bengali song and perform flawlessly 

in front of the audience. Payel was fine. But, I recall how nervous her mother was. In that performance, 

Payel stole everyone’s heart and Tuli became much calmer after Payel finished singing. 

In another program, two very young children, Neel and Akaash (sons of Mrs. Abha Mazumdar) 

sang a few songs. At that time I was their music teacher. I also had the privilege of teaching Tisha 

(daughter of Mrs. Piyali Srivastava and late Dr. Amitabh Ram). She also performed during many of 

BAGH’s Saraswati Puja programs.  

 

 
 

From left to right: Saumitra-da (playing tabla), Shankha (percussion), 

Nitis and Mahua, Jhumi, and Durga Dutta-Ray. West Hartford, 1986. 

 

I remember enjoying the musical programs of exceptional artists who came from Calcutta. I heard 

Nirmala Mishra, Banashree Sengupta, Anup Ghosal, Indrani Sen, Alok Roychoudhury, Rezwana 

Chowdhury Banya, the Barman brothers (Madhu and Gopal), and many others. Without BAGH in place, 

these kinds of programs would have been impossible to organize. 

 

 
 

The Barman brothers (Madhu and Gopal) playing drums with Mahua 

accompanying on harmonium. BAGH Durga puja, October, 2008 

 

In the year 2001, we began performing on-stage as a large group. The name of our group was Sur-

O-Chanda founded by Keya-di (Mrs. Keya Das), Pankaj-da (Late Dr. Pankaj Kumar Das), Nitis and 

myself. We rehearsed for nearly four months to produce “Ruposi Bangla”, a Geeti Alekhya. Nitis and I 

selected and edited the songs appropriately and then threaded them with poetry of Tagore, Jibananando, 

Shakti, and others. At that time, our group of singers included Keya-di, Jhumi (Mrs. Jhumi Ghosh), 

Pritha-di (Mrs. Pritha Basu), Dipankar-da (Dr. Dipankar Mukherjee), Milan (Dr. Abu Fasihuddin). 



Kaberi-di (Mrs. Kaberi Chakraborty), Chinmoy (Dr. Chinmoy Ghosh), and Pankaj-da recited the parts 

that connected the songs. Several children including Probal (son of Mr. and Mrs. Pradip Basu), Piku (son 

of Dr. and Mrs. Chinmoy Ghosh), Farah (daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Abu Fasihuddin), Shankha, Ranjan, 

took part with great enthusiasm and interest. 

We followed “Ruposi Bangla” by another Geeti Alekhya, “Jibaner Jalshaghare”. That was also 

well-received by our friends and the Bengali community. My sons are now adults and they no longer 

perform in BAGH programs. Now we enjoy watching the children of new and younger couples get up on 

stage and perform. It seems it was only a few years ago that our sons and some of their friends were on 

stage! 

 
 

The Mukhopadhyay family performing during Saraswati puja at Connecticut Valley 

Hindu Temple, Middletown, February 1992. From left to right: Shankha (violin),  

Ranjan (percussion), Mahua (harmonium) and Nitis (tabla). 

 

 It is so wonderful that Sudhangshu-da has picked up saxophone. His sincerity and devotion to 

music is something that we should all try to emulate. Over the years, BAGH has invited the talented 

group of musicians and literary figures from the Greater New Haven area to entertain our audience here in 

the Greater Hartford area. They have always been our great friends and compatriots. Their Porichoy group 

has and continues to have many talented singers including Ratna-di (Mrs. Ratna Mukherjee) and Shanta 

(Mrs. Shanta Nag). The children’s group from Porichoy have also performed wonderful segments with 

music, dance, and plays.  

 

More Recent 

Now, there are many talented children in this area with enthusiastic parents. The names of Shibani 

(Mrs. Shibani Bandyopadhyay), Mallika (Dr. Mallika Ghosh), and host of others come to mind as leaders 

who continue to produce high-quality children’s cultural programs, especially during BAGH’s Saraswati 

Puja festivities. The little and not-so-little talents are our hopes in the future. Therefore, I urge their 

parents to continue to help in guiding their unbound energy in order to foster their cultural interests.  

In the last few years, one young dancer has caught everyone’s attention. I am talking about, Riaa, 

the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vivek Mukjerjee. Her mother, Rina (Mrs. Deboshri Mukherjee) is in her 

own right an accomplished singer and dancer. But, within her cohort, Riaa is an unbelievable star. She is 

very young, but she is a star in our eyes. Thank you, Riaa, for entertaining us through some serious dance 

routines.  

 

More Thoughts  

When I think of local cultural programs, I will be nowhere without BAGH’s help and support. 

Now, numerous younger parents are here and they are trying their very best to uphold our traditional 

culture through their children. I believe that must be the focal point of BAGH’s future initiatives. Perhaps, 



a small-scale music school is in order. Perhaps a small-scale library is in order to cater to our future 

cultural needs and upbringing. 

It is well understood that local artists are not always the “draw”, but these artists form the local 

blood-line. Local children are more likely to learn and sustain the values of our cultural heritage by 

watching local artists perform. Local talents, children or not, must be nurtured locally. BAGH has an 

important role to lead here and provide everyone a kind of organized structure to stream-line and enhance 

the local children’s needs to uphold the flag of our wonderful heritage. 

 

     
 

Left panel: From left to right, Saumitra-da (tabla), Mahua, Debanjan Bhattacharjee 

(percussion) and Nitis (manjira). Right panel: From left to right, Anishaa (Riaa), 

and Rina (Deboshri) dancing with the live music.  Durga puja, October, 2008. 

 

Some Conclusions 
BAGH has helped support the production and staging of a number of exceptional plays. I am not 

qualified to add a discourse on that topic. Our own Nitya (Dr. Nitya Chakraborty), Kaberi-di, 

Sudhangshu-da, Subrata-da (Dr. Subrata Ray), and Ranta-di (Mrs. Ratna Ray), among host of other 

extremely talented friends and actors, are infinitely more qualified than me to highlight BAGH’s 

initiatives in this regard. Nitya has written a brief but wonderful account on these pages of our magazine. 

During BAGH’s grand festivities, the religious hymn, pujas, the music, the dance, the smell of 

food and new saris, the dresses, the glitter of new jewelries – everything ends at some point. What stands 

out and stays around for a very long time is this magazine itself. BAGH’s Durga Puja Souvenir Magazine 

has always filled a crucial niche for authors and artists, both locally and beyond. In another twenty five 

years, we will have on hand, the last fifty years’ magazines. What a rich and useful history that will be to 

make, preserve, and then move forward with!  

To all my younger friends and many newcomers, I should add that sometimes you may feel a little 

left out of the big picture. Sometimes, you may even entertain a thought such as “How is it that they are 

doing everything, and we are invisible nobodies.” Twenty five years ago, when I, with my family, first 

moved to Connecticut, we felt the same way. It is always hard to crack open an existing organization, 

especially an organization that is 25 years old now. I understand the frustration. But, from my own 

experience, I may just tell you this: There is no “they” here, instead, it is all “us”.  Become a member of 

BAGH, get involved, let your opinions be heard, attend BAGH’s General Body meetings. You may not 

see changes tomorrow, but you will see changes as the years go by, I guarantee it.  

This year, Nitis and I have been asked to perform at the puja program again. Since this is BAGH’s 

25
th

 year, it will be our pleasure and honor to entertain our friends and new members of the Bengali 

community. Along with Rina, Gopal-da (Mr. Gopal Das), and Saumitra-da, we will have a wonderful 

time entertaining our friends and others. I sincerely hope that this culture continues for another twenty-

five years and we see many new performers on stage. In conclusion, I say thank you to BAGH and our 

great community in letting me and my family to become an integral part of this rich heritage. It has been a 

wonderful, and sometimes challenging, journey. But, I will not change a thing even if I could.  



    

    

   

 *A very talented actress, dancer, and

   a  long-time associate of BAGH. 



Collage 2 

 

(1) 

 

(2) 

 

(3) 

(1)-(3): BAGH’s 2008 Durga puja, Saturday, 

October 11 night. 
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(6) 

(4)-(6): BAGH’s 2008 Durga pratima decoration 

on Friday, October 2 night.  



 

 

Jainism and Jainness 
 

Kanti Mardia* 

University of Leeds, United Kingdom 

 

 

1. Intoduction 
 

‘Namo Arihantanam’ 

This is the first line of the fundamental prayer of Jains that says ‘I pay my profound respect to any 

living person who has conquered his/her inner enemies (or his/her own lower nature)’. This is irrespective 

of the religion, caste or social status of the individual. 

Jainism is derived from the word Jina in the old Indian language of Ardha Magadhi which was the 

common language in some parts of India 2,500 years or so ago - the word Jina means ‘the person who is a 

spiritual victor’ and Jainism is now taken to mean the religion followed by Jains. However, to emphasize 

the path followed towards self-conquest rather than the religion, we will understand Jainism as Jainness. 

Indeed, the greeting used by Jains is Jai Jinendra which means ‘honour to the supreme Jina’. 

Loosely speaking, Jainism was founded by those who are referred to as Tirthankaras. Tirthankaras 

are the people who show the true way across the troubled ocean of life; they are leaders on a spiritual path. 

In all, there were 24 Tirthankaras. The first of them was Rishabha. 

Rishabha flourished ages ago according to Jain tradition, but the historicity of the religion has been 

unanimously accepted from the time of its 23rd Tirthankara, Parsva, about 2,800 years ago (traditionally 

dated 872 BC-772 BC). The Jain logic and philosophy came into prominence at the time of its 24th 

Tirthankara, Mahavira (Mahavir Swami), who was born in 599 BC and whose nirvana took place in 527 

BC. He was a contemporary of Gautama Buddha (563 BC – 483 BC), the overlap being 36 years, but they 

did not meet. One of the great admirers of the Jain religion was Mahatma Gandhi who was greatly 

influenced by certain Jains, such as Srimad Raychandbhai. 

 

2. Main Characteristics 
 

The most important principle of Jainism is that of non-violence in thought and deed, not only 

towards fellow human beings but even the smallest forms of life. Thus, most followers are vegetarians, 

avoiding even honey and alcohol, which are believed to contain microscopic life. 

Truthfulness, refraining from stealing, and moderation in acquiring personal possessions and in 

sexual passions are other important facets. Meditation and general self-control also form a part of Jainism. 

Jains do not believe in any external God who created and sustains the world, neither do they 

believe in any means of redemption outside themselves. The individual has to achieve his own salvation 

by right faith, right knowledge, and right conduct.  

  

*A Senior Research Professor, a position that has been specially created by the University of Leeds after 

he retired from his position in 2000 as Chair of Applied Statistics which he held since 1973. Was a Founding 

Director of the Centre of Medical Imaging Research at Leeds.  He is a legend in his own right for numerous 

pathbreaking contributions in statistics, science, and philosophy. In January 2007, the author had an audience with 

the President of India, His Excellency Dr. Abdul Kalam, and discussed with him the topic of “Statistics, Science, 

and Spirituality”. He was awarded the Guy Medal in Silver (2003) of the Royal Statistical Society. For more 

information on this author, one may visit http://www.maths.leeds.ac.uk/~sta6kvm/index.html. 



 

 

Salvation/Moksa is believed to terminate the cycle of births and deaths and reincarnation, when the 

soul is finally liberated to eternal bliss and infinite knowledge. 

Amongst themselves, there is no single leader such as a pope, neither has any person supreme 

authority. However, there are monks and certain teachers and lay leaders who are given particular respect. 

There are many scriptures but no single book like the Bible. However, Umasvati's Tattvartha-sutra 

(second century CE) is the most comprehensive single treatise on Jainism (for a standard translation, see 

Tatia, 1994). 

Notwithstanding these aids, however, the individual must ultimately find the truth for himself as 

no priest or scripture is believed to have all the answers. The principles are intended to be self-verifying, 

so that the follower discovers truths for himself rather like a researcher in a laboratory. 

Amongst the Jains, there are a few different schools. The main schools are ‘Digambara’ and 

‘Svetambara’. Both believe in idol-worship. However, their idols differ; in Svetambara, eyes, lips and 

torso are marked. The Digambara believes that their monks should renounce everything, even their 

clothes, whereas Svetambara monks wear white clothes. 

 

3. The Karmons 
 

Einstein (1940) said that 

 

Religion without science is blind,  

Science without religion is lame. 

 

Jainism is a religion with science. Every aspect of Jainism is based on understanding the cosmos, 

and the living and non-living entities in it. Modern science is capable of illuminating part of the truth. It 

explains matter in terms of forces and small particles. Electricity, through electrons, gives rise to light in 

the room; radio-waves, through electric-magnetic forces, result in sound on a loudspeaker and so on. 

Jainism explains life through the interaction of such invisible small particles and the soul. The small 

particles are Karmic Particles or Karmons and they create a Karmic Force. We keep on absorbing these 

karmons through activity, and throw some out after their effect has taken place. Thus, the soul has a 

Karmic Computer attached to it. This personal karmic computer keeps all the records - it also dictates 

some tasks from previous records, that is, past lives. 

 

4. The Four Axioms 
 

Jain Dharma (righteousness) has developed through many centuries and has provided a rich 

inheritance of universal thinking/philosophy on a scientific basis, which means many Jain concepts have 

more relevance now than ever before. However, the ancient Jain texts are written in an obscure technical 

language that makes them almost impenetrable to modern times. Some of the concepts are very deep and 

to us now it is surprising that these could have been propounded in a non-scientific era. To interpret in a 

concise way what is written in Sanskrit and Prakrit needs a quantum leap. However, the need to re-

interpret the concept is extremely urgent so as to make it palatable to the present generation and the 

generations to come.  

These points have led to Four Noble Truths (Chatvari Arya Satya) of Jains or Axioms, first 

published in Mardia (1990) has attempted to explain Jain science, logic, and philosophy in terms of 

modern concepts and ideas. A penetrating review of this book can be found in Chandaria (2003). These 

Axioms give the basis of Jain way of life through Jain science in the language of today. Some truths along 

these lines are necessary to keep our perspective clear in this turbulent modern world. 

The Four Axioms show the gradual evolution to the central aim to become a siddha, that is, to 

achieve moksha (enlightenment). These are: 



 

 

1.  ‘The soul exists in contamination with karmic matter and it longs to be purified.’ 

2.  ‘Living beings differ due to the varying density and types of karmic matter.’ 

3.  ‘The karmic bondage leads the soul through the states of existences (cycles).’ 

4. (A): ‘Karmic fusion is due to perverted views, non-restraint, carelessness, passions and activities.’ 

4. (B): ‘Violence to oneself and others results in the formation of the heaviest new karmic matter, 

whereas helping others towards Moksa with positive non-violence results into the lightest new 

karmic matter.’ 

4. (C): ‘Austerity forms the karmic shield against new karmons as well as setting the decaying 

process in the old karmic matter.’  

 

5. Commentary 
 

             Axioms 1-3 set out the science of the soul, and the three parts of Axiom 4 give their Jain 

applications. The foundation of Jainism starts from the first Axiom that believes in the existence of karmic 

particles or karmons; these are unusual elementary particles in the sense that they interact with the soul. 

That is, Jainism explains life through the interaction of such small invisible atomic particles and the soul. 

             Invisible particles such as photons, which give light, became known only at the beginning of the 

last century. So, it is surprising that Tirthankaras could propound such a concept of ‘spiritual photons’ so 

many centuries ago. If karmons are physical particles then it is still a challenge for science to hunt their 

existence.  These particles form what is called karmic matter, which is embedded in the soul, and this 

matter obscures inherent key properties of soul such as infinite bliss. 

The second Axiom implies that this karmic matter is responsible for different species. So, in some 

sense karmic particles are far more subtle than DNA. It has only now become clear through genomics that 

there is hardly any difference between DNA/genes in human beings and chimpanzees and many others.  

There are also questions that prompt a further look into Jain belief and cloning. The Jain belief is that all 

souls are separate entities, that is, individuals, whereas one feels that cloning would imply a new life can 

be born. But this is a misunderstanding because cloning only provides a surrogate mother, so the 

fundamental Jain principle is still valid.   

 

6. Destructive Emotions 
 

This concept in turn leads to an explanation of the cycle of birth and rebirth through the karmic 

matter (Axiom 3). This karmic process can be stopped and rehabilitated through Jainness. One of the key 

negatives responsible for (heavy) karmic matter (Axioms 4A, 4B) is kashaya (destructive emotions); 

kashaya is composed of Anger (A), Ego (E), Greed (G) and Deceit (D) which has an apt acronym AGED 

(introduced by Gurudev Chitrabhanu). Indeed, the term Jain stands for the one who has conquered these 

inner enemies.  Surprisingly, Albert Einstein’s idea of a true religion was as follows (Einstein, 1940): 

 

‘... a person who is religiously enlightened appears to me to be one who has, to the best of his 

ability, liberated himself from the fetters of his selfish desires …’ 

 

There has been considerable work on understanding these emotions in the present time, including 

the rise of interest in emotional intelligence or EQ (emotional quotient) versus the old intelligence quotient 

(IQ).  One of the key factors in EQ is to achieve emotional intelligence (this is similar to samvayaktva or 

first awakening, the fourth step of the fourteen Jain purification steps called gunasthana). One of the key 

qualities in EQ is empathy, that is, the ability to sense how other people feel and to accept their feelings. 

We may call it the quality or ability to listen to others without getting carried away by personal emotions, 

to be able to distinguish between what others do or say, and one’s own personal judgments. This is the 

definition of a shravak (a great listener - for the Jain layman). 



 

7. Karmic Stains and Personalities 
 

These kashayas are correlated with the colour coding (leshya = karmic stain) of the karmic density 

of soul. Of the six consecutive levels (black, blue, grey, yellow, lotus-pink and luminous white) the first 

three represent heavier karmic density whereas the next three represent lighter karmic density. In practice, 

an analogy of picking fruits from a tree is used to classify the degree of colour stain (Scripture: Sthanag 

Sutra, verses 537 & 538). A person with the first level uproots the tree for its fruits, the second cuts the 

tree from its trunk, the third cuts a branch, the fourth cuts off a bunch, the fifth plucks ripe fruit from the 

tree and the sixth (the true Jain) merely picks up ripe fruit fallen to the ground. 

 

8. Jain Logic 
 

To bring rationality into thinking, Jainism has its own system of logic. Jainism believes in the 

principle of conditional predication (Syaadvaada) so that everything is conditioned by our knowledge at a 

particular time - and there is nothing absolutely known unless the soul is ‘perfect’ - that is, when the 

divine quality of Jainness is fully developed. Soul with karmic matter is like crude oil compared with 

petrol; the more refined it is the more power it has. Non-absolutism in thinking is what is recommended in 

Jainism. This principle operates clearly in scientific research (cf, Karl Popper’s system). Also Jain logic 

recommends relativity in thinking through its holistic principle called Anekantavaada. 

 

9. Jainism and the Future 
 

Jain Dharma has developed through many centuries and has provided a rich inheritance of 

universal thinking/philosophy on a scientific basis, which means many Jain concepts have direct relevance 

now. 

 

In his dialogue, Mahavira said to his disciple Gautama a key message:  

 

‘Ma Pamayae’ (Scripture: Utradhyayana-sutra, chapter 28, verse 35),  

 

which broadly means ‘be alert every second whatever you do’, that is to have the dynamic awareness as a 

way of life, and still has clear relevance today. True Jains are eco-warriors whose Dharma is to observe 

and promote ecological values! 

We have become insensitive; everything is so packaged that we take the natural resources and their 

uses for granted. This is a very simple example but it goes into the heart of misuse, wastage, and 

insensitivity in destroying the world’s resources. This, with climate change and terrorism are some evils of 

the 21
st
 century. 

 

The Scripture/Agam Dasavaikalika (chapter 4, verse 10) makes the following fundamental 

statement:  

 

Prathamam jnanam, tato daya,  

 

which says that ‘first knowledge, then compassion’; so the emphasis is on the knowledge-based Jainism 

and ecological values that includes compassion toward every form of life. 
 

10. The Purification Path 
 

To sum up, Jainism believes that time, space, life, non-life (matter) co-exist and will co-exist 

forever - the universe is self-regulating; life is mainly regulated by karmons unless these are all removed. 



 

How can these be removed? A path of purification is prescribed. It is not easy since Jainism believes 

existing karmic matter can only be removed (before predetermined duration) through austerity, otherwise 

the personal karmic computer will keep on accruing karmons. It prescribes self-restraint rather than self-

indulgence. 
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Furthermore, the person with the highest spiritual level has the total preservation of the 

environment in the forefront, merely picking the ripe fruit from the ground, and the karmon intake is 

increased on creating waste and pollution since these are regarded as acts of violence. The cue is taken 

from ‘the bee that sucks honey in the blossoms of a tree without hurting the blossom, while strengthening 

itself’. 
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1. Introduction 
 

        Once upon a time, some 2500 year ago, there was a prince charming in the region of Nepal and 

North-East India, called Siddhartha Gautama. As he was being trained in all the knowledge and the 

skills a king should have, like martial arts, politics and managing the subjects, Siddhartha’s mind 

turned into unresolved eternal questions: what, why and how we are! Concerned parents quickly got 

him married to a very pretty princess and she remained with the prince charming for the rest of her life 

but she could not quite get the happily-ever-after royal life she was expecting! At the age of about 29, 

Siddhartha left home and traveled far and wide until he found the answers to his questions and 

achieved Siddhartha, implied by his name. He came back home, not as the king, but as the enlightened 

Buddha to help all humanity, recognized in greater India as an incarnation of Vishnu. As is customary 

for lesser humans all over the world, we make messiahs out of all great thinkers, especially, if they are 

way ahead of their time in their perception of the real world, irrespective of whether the knowledge 

relates to spiritual engineering (customarily known as religions), social engineering (known as politics) 

or nature engineering (known as sciences). This is simply because most of us are mentally lazy and are 

always looking for quick-fix cook-book recipe from great messiahs! If we can get the answer without 

much effort, why waste time? Follow the leader and make him a messiah, which then becomes a 

powerful tool in the hands of the socially privileged class to control the masses by keeping them 

deprived from learning the deeper platform of knowledge, especially, the process of framing the right 

questions, which helped the messiahs, in the first place, to figure out the answers. 

        This article is not devoted to preach Buddhism. It is meant to elucidate Siddhartha’s enquiring 

mind that made him the Buddha. We know that if we do not construct the question properly, we rarely 

understand the deeper meaning of the answer even when it is given to us as a useful recipe. If the 

knowledge is congruent to our survival, we just keep on repeatedly using it mechanically, as all other 

animals also do. But Buddha did reveal the key to his methodology of thinking as an allegorical 

example. How can a group of people, blind from birth, figure out the process of visualizing and 

modeling an elephant that they have never experienced? And, if the elephant is this cosmic universe, 

how do we figure out how to describe it, understand it and live in harmony in it? How can we 

consciously construct road-maps for our collectively purposeful life congruent with the cosmo-spheric 

evolution? 

        The depth of Buddha’s allegorical example can be appreciated only if we try to literally dissect 

the process by which a group of blind men would figure out how to understand and describe an 

elephant. Since their visual sensor, the eyes, do not function, they have to use their other bodily sensors 

like touch, hearing and smell. And then each blind man creates a personal interpretation as to what an 

elephant might look like. Obviously the interpretations cannot be precisely objective and neither can 

they be congruent with each other since none of them have ever seen an elephant. Somebody perceived 

the elephant as a python (the trunk), while somebody else challenges this interpretation since he 

perceives it as a set of pillars (the legs), etc., etc.  
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And the mean-minded or the limited-brain intellectuals begin to quarrel: My elephant is the real 

elephant and is definitely better than yours! My image of the cosmic elephant represents the ultimate 

truth in this universe. Why Buddha (i) underscored blind men, instead of people with perfect vision 

and (ii) underscored a group of blind men, instead of a single blind person? 

 

1.1. Why analogy with blindness? 
 

         First, scientifically speaking, we really do not see objective reality as it is around us. Our brain 

creates the illusion of seeing the outside world with an excellent approximation close to the reality that 

has been essential for our successful survival and evolution. We see a beautiful three dimensional 

world around us. In reality, we construct a two dimensional inverted image on the retina and the 

pixilated image information is sent by the rods and cones to the visual cortex in the back of our head 

that occupies almost a third of the total brain volume. The highly evolved brain has learned to project 

an erect, three dimensional image approximately at the right distance and of right size. Those who 

wear glasses know that the observed image position changes with and without our correction glasses! 

Or consider the color of the rainbow, or that of the setting sun, or that of a bouquet of beautiful and 

colorful flowers. Perception of color is a hundred percent hallucination that is purposefully created by 

our brain for our successful evolution to quickly distinguish between food and poison, between 

threatening and friendly animals, etc. Light that helps us see does not possess any objective property 

that we can call color. Color is a complete figment of our imagination! We have three sets of retinal 

molecules sensitive to the red, green and blue frequencies of light. Our brain synthesizes the color 

perception out of these three different signals so we can make quick judgments about things around us 

besides providing us with the faculty of enjoying colorful sceneries and movies!  The deeper subtlety is 

that we are all color-blind relative to each other. While we democratically agree to basic three colors 

and happily think that the world is really objective and colorful; at the subtle level, our color 

perceptions are slightly different from each other based on the differences in the density of our rods 

and cones, the subtle differences in the molecular twists and the differences in our genomic 

interpretation propensity. We will never know precisely what subtle differences are there in the 

perception of colors experienced by our friends when we are looking at the same painting by a great 

master!  Fortunately, we do not normally start digging into it and start quarreling about it.  

         Buddha needed to construct a story with people who are totally visually impaired to bring home 

the depth of problem behind our normal thinking! Buddha realized that the key psychological problem 

in human thinking arises from the very success of our imaginative brain that has become so efficient 

that it sees only that limited amount of information which is necessary for our efficient survival; but a 

very complex real world is out there deliberately neglected by the brain. Buddha was asking us to 

nurture our normal thinking to go deeper and visualize the invisible realities. This was a remarkable 

forward thinking and realization by Buddha some 2500 years ago when nobody had any ideas about 

the formation of inverted images on the retina and about rods and cones in the retina, and forget about 

their frequency selective sensitivities to red, green and blue frequencies of light and their imaginative 

interpretation by the visual cortex in the back of our head! Even today we are really blind as far as we 

are concerned about seeing the precise objective reality around us! 

 

1.2. Why analogy with a group of blind people? 
 

        That persistent debate among diverse serious thinkers facilitates the creation of a better and yet 

evolving model of the objective reality of the universe we live in, was well appreciated by the 

intellectuals of Vedic and Upanisadic scholars, dating back perhaps some six thousand years. Debate 

was a part of the routine culture in those days and women philosophers were not rare. Buddha also 

encouraged that tradition and the modern Buddhists follow that tradition. Vedic scholars fully 

appreciated that no single individual can fathom the complete reality of the evolving cosmic universe 



 

and hence the acceptance of, not just tolerance to, diversity was considered a key tool for continuous 

progress. Under this context it is easy to recognize why Buddha’s allegorical example incorporates a 

group of blind men, rather than a single person. Is the elephant really like a python (the trunk), or is it 

like four pillars (the legs), or is it like a pair of spears (the tasks), or is it like a thick rope (the tail), etc., 

etc. Every serious observer captures some truth about the real world, but nobody can capture all the 

truth all the time under all circumstances. So, Buddha’s blind men needed to sit down together, 

compare their notes and then collectively try to imagine (visualize) a living animal by bringing some 

conceptual continuity among the diverse images perceived separately, while imposing some logical 

congruence among all of them required by a living animal. Eureka! An image closely resembling a real 

elephant emerges. This is the genetic root behind the intellectual power of many Indians to bring unity 

out of diversity!  Diversity is not just an expedient political slogan; it is at the very root of our 

successful evolution! Evolution is collective, not individualistic, irrespective of how hard the Western 

societies try to sell individualism. Everybody must be nurtured to maximize their individual potential, 

but within the context of collective well being for our sustainable evolution. 

        It is a telling story that a giant thinker, like Buddha, whom we have made a messiah, have tried to 

empower our thinking capacity by asking us to think like blind men while collaborating collectively. If 

he thought that a few individuals like him can and had mastered all the knowledge of the universe, he 

would have asked us to become Buddhas by relinquishing the material world. His allegorical story tells 

us that we must be continuously vigilant that we do not freeze the evolution of human minds by 

accepting any individual’s truth as the final truth! 

 

2. What Is the Connection Between the Blind-Thinking Promoted 

by Buddha and That Practiced by the Modern Societies? 
 

        It is clear from above discussions that all of our knowledge is organized based on limited 

information about the universe that we can gather from our sensors and instruments with their limited 

capacity and our limited interpretations. Yet, in every field of well organized human knowledge 

systems, we have declared and accepted some messiahs based on their outstanding contributions, 

which must not be challenged! Let us quickly review the current status of several critically important 

fields of human endeavors that we now consider prides of modern human civilization. We will 

recognize that we must replace our modern blind-thinking by Buddhist blind-thinking! 

 

 

2.1. Current cultures, concepts and theories threaten our very sustainability 
 

2.1.1. Limits of current economic theories 
 

“Successful” capitalist system is driven by continuous growth and exploitation & control of 

nature. But the biosphere is driven by punctuated sustainable evolution through cycling and recycling 

everything. Our economic system must learn to adopt and adapt to this 100% recycling system. The 

alternate is to court human extinction. We still have not fathomed the deeper working rules behind the 

very complex biospheric system. Our scientific and engineering knowledge is still very far from 

proactively creating and nurturing any alternate biosphere to keep us alive. We certainly have not 

mastered the terra-forming technologies. In the past, Capitalism meant control and management of 

finance capital to create profit for the owner of the capital by producing socially congruent goods and 

services. Thus, in spite of exploitation of human labor and natural resources (biospheric capital), there 

was a tacit understanding that Capitalism serves the overall greater good and collective well being of 

the human society. Now the key purpose of Capitalism has become maximizing the profit for the 

capital owners, not necessarily for the production of goods and services that are clearly congruent with 

sustainable evolution of the humans and the biosphere.  



 

Supporting greater social good and promoting collective well being are no longer underscored 

in major business schools even though they are essential for our sustainability. The “best and the 

brightest” are heavily incentivized to constantly invent and improvise newer “financial instruments” 

that are  beyond the controlling laws in the Government books, while mocking at them with the motto 

“greed is good” with great pride!  

While capital has now become the key tool to control wealth production systems, the real 

wealth (real goods and real services) is created by entrepreneurs, supported by the workers and 

managers. Thus, modern successful society must consciously and selectively nurture and empower 

Entrepreneurs and Entrepreneurism, while keeping under control the forces that hold and manipulate 

the finance capital to make money out of money without producing any real goods and services. About 

40% percent of US corporate profits are created by simply manipulating the financial instruments, 

rather than producing real goods and services! These symbolic digital profits are the key tools to 

siphon off the real value out of the real goods and services created by the middle class and the lower 

echelon people. 
 

2.1.2. Limits of current political ethics 
 

Socio-politico-economic-system is still under the control of less than 1% of the tribal leaders 

just as it was 100 thousand years ago, or even deeper past. Over the millennia, only the names of the 

ruling systems have been changing while the sophistication of the brainwashing methodology has been 

intensified to control the free-will of the human masses, starting from early childhood, beginning with 

parents, then schools and finally the socio-politico-economic system, using the tool of fear for our 

survival. Private wealth, whether accumulated by force or by “Golden” rules enforced by the “Gold 

Owners”, is still controlling the governments around the world, just as it had in ancient times. Physical 

and mental well being of well over 50% of humans are challenged daily as they are forced to live on a 

subsistence level like animals through sustained daily toils without time to reflect on social issues as 

humans should. In a Knowledge Age, even business leaders will agree that this is a very unproductive 

use of many billions of potentially creative minds. 
 

2.1.3. Limits of current social ethics 
 

Even though we have advanced ourselves into the Knowledge Age, globally more and more 

people are steadily falling into the group, “wealth and knowledge have-nots”, creating definite grounds 

for serious political disruptions and instabilities. Current terrorism is just a child’s play compared to 

what may come if we continue to believe that “financial might is right”. Asymmetric warfare is not 

winnable by exerting “political will” along the same line of philosophy that “our model” of socio-

economic system is the “ultimate and best” system. Our evolution is collective at the very molecular 

root of DNA formation. Pure individualism and the neglect of the well being of the masses are counter 

to sustainable evolution. The entire living biosphere is a collective and inter-dependent system. 
 

2.1.4. Limits in current model of battling infectious diseases 
 

Staggering financial successes behind all pharmaceutical industries lies dominantly with the 

philosophy of killing the bacteria. But many of these bacteria become resistant to any medicine we can 

make within weeks. The very philosophy is counterproductive. We are ignoring that our body thrives 

symbiotically and synergistically with 100 trillion bacteria and microbes of different kinds, 10 times 

more in number than the number of our own human body cells! If bacteria, with 3.5 billions of years’ 

of maturity, were really “out to get us”, they could have done so long time ago. The epistemology of 

killing bacteria, while our own bodies thrive on symbiosis and synergy with trillions of them, is 

counterproductive epistemology. The focus of the current human culture, dictated by the system to 

make profits, is on allowing diseases to thrive, not on promoting the knowledge on how everybody can 

live a balanced and healthy life naturally! 



 

2.1.5. Limits of current epistemology of Physics 
 

Purest of the sciences, physics has been focused for centuries just to model what we can 

observe or measure, rather than understanding and visualizing the invisible interaction processes that 

give rise to the measurable transformations. Interpreters of Quantum Mechanics, dominating the 

current knowledge gate of physics, are very sure that attempts to visualize the invisible interaction 

processes between electrons, protons and neutrons, are forever beyond human imaginations and human 

modeling capabilities. The claim is that they have already constructed and defined the final edifice of 

science. Future generations can only discover pieces of stones that must exactly fit into this already 

constructed edifice. This epistemology has forced many to promote mystical concepts like springing up 

of multiple universes after every quantum mechanical interactions set by a human, which are beyond 

verification by our current stretch of engineering imaginations! In spite of staggering advancements in 

our technologies utilizing knowledge created by physics, its century old epistemology will eventually 

slow down the progress of technology unless we focus our attention to model the invisible interaction 

processes (recall Buddha’s blind-thinking). It is by emulating the processes behind natural phenomena 

that we create new technologies to assure our sustainable evolution.  
 

2.1.6. Limits of present religions in guiding societies 
 

Minority right-wings of all major religions are successfully wedging divisiveness among global 

population rather than bringing spiritual convergence and harmony, essential for our collective well 

being! Moderate majority is afraid to speak out against the self-declared representatives of their gods. 

When we accept any human organized body of knowledge as the final and inviolable ultimate truth, 

whether meant for complex social engineering or nature’s technological engineering, we consciously 

court the freezing of our mental and material evolution. Such cultural behavior is not congruent with 

our sustainable evolution. 
 

2.1.7. Limit of the life of our Sun 
 

Our social strategies do not appear to be congruent with our desire to keep on evolving forever. 

We may delay the “Global Warming” by some changes in our behavioral economics, but the 

insurmountable “Solar Warming” is coming to dry up the earth in about one billion years! We must 

learn to proactively nurture our biosphere now to buy time, while preparing for terra-forming other 

planets of our Solar system and then in other stars to assure continued human evolution in some other 

planets. 
 

2.1.8. Limit of purposeless evolution of humans 
 

The magnificent cosmo-sphere and the biosphere are evolving in a remarkably orderly and 

creative fashion. We are evolving inside this vast physical domain but keeping our minds totally 

rapped under our limited, narrow-vision cultural domain. We raise our children to develop some 

specific purpose for their lives. But, have we ever defined a collective purpose for the evolution of the 

human species? Should we? Can we? Or, will we grow more divisive and become Knowledge Age 

Neanderthals? We cannot keep on evolving forever and become successful space travelers without a 

collective endeavor guided by some collective purpose, which itself must keep on evolving!  
 

It is high time for us to replace our modern blind-thinking by Buddhist blind-thinking to assure 

our sustainable evolution! 

 

[Second part of this article contains a brief segment taken from the following published article, The 

consilient epistemology: structuring evolution of logical thinking, by C. Roychoudhuri (2010, Proc. 1
st
 

Interdisciplinary CHESS Interactions Conf., pp. 273-295. World Scientific: London].  
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Durga puja is remarkable because it claims public space for celebrating female personification of 

strength and valor. When the sarbojanin worship of this manifestation of Brahman was popularized in the 

19
th

 century, it was intentionally set up outside the private spaces of temples and homes to break the 

caste/class/gender hierarchies that structure many forms of worship. This worship of a deity in her public 

role restoring dharma on earth, who is yet a beloved daughter tied to us through bonds of love, implicitly and 

explicitly calls us to transgresses this private/public (e.g., men’s achievements in the “real” world vs. 

women’s caring, support at home) divide that seems to shape much of our thinking and practice. Durga puja 

behooves us to venerate those who have worked to restore dharma to homes and public spheres. In this essay 

I attempt to follow this dictum by reflecting on the achievements of some remarkable women, who, oddly, 

seem to have vanished, or have grown very dim, in our collective memories. Most of our children in the 

diasporas have not heard about these women, many sections of Indians have not heard of them either.  So, in 

the spirit of puja, I recall some remarkable herstories that remind us the Durga puja is not a matter of 

episodic celebration, but, rather, a set of principles to guide how we compose our lives. 

Durga puja is celebrated in Fall (sharat kaal); the United Nations (UN) was established around this 

time, on October 24, 1945. Then, in 1948, this body instituted a revolutionary document that, in my mind, 

enacts the lessons of Durga Puja in our daily lives. Sixty two years ago, the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights (UDHR) was written emphasizing that each individual, irrespective of where she or he was 

geographically located — in colonial territories, dictatorships, kingdoms or democracies — were entitled to 

socio-political-economic-cultural rights that would enable her/him to live a life of dignity. Two sets of social 

atrocities drove the people and nations to write this document: the holocaust of the Jews, Roma, LGBT 

people in areas ruled by the Nazis, and the atrocities committed by colonial governments on their subjects 

around the world under the guise of civilizing missions. At the conclusion of the second World War, as the 

United Nations was formed, nations and their representatives as well as social justice groups and their 

leaders came together to craft a set of principles that would recognize the inherent humanity of all human 

beings, and try to assure them socio-political-economic-cultural conditions that would allow them to build 

lives of dignity.
1
  

Initially, the discussions on human rights were part of the discussions in the General Assembly of the 

United Nations. Later the Human Rights Commission was formed to create a formal charter on human rights. 

In both of these bodies were two remarkable Indian women, who challenged racism and argued for women’s  
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rights, the two most significant adharmic practices we have faced over hundreds of years, and, sadly, 

continue to face today.   

The Indian representative to the UN General Assembly, in 1946, was Vijay Lakshmi Pandit.  Sadly, 

many people only remember her as a sister of Jawaharlal Nehru (the first Prime Minister of India). Yet Vijay 

Lakshmi Pandit was not only a remarkably effective voice of conscience at the UN, in 1953 she was elected 

as the President of the United Nations’ General Assembly. I was reminded of Vijay Lakshmi Pandit’s 

remarkable international achievement a few years ago when I had the honor of talking to Ahmed Kathrada, 

one of Nelson Mandela’s brothers-in-struggle, who also served twenty seven years in prison for his anti-

apartheid activities in South Africa. Kathrada recalled that for groups that were struggling against harsh 

racist rules with very few opportunities to bring their situation to the attention to the international 

community, Vijay Lakshmi Pandit vocal and public denunciation of apartheid at the UN;
2
 was a very 

significant event. Students of Indian history might trace the historical lineage of Pandit’s denunciation to 

Gandhi and South African Indian activism. However, Vijay Lakshmi Pandit made apartheid an international 

issue, even though the US, Britain, and Canada actively supported the white South African government. The 

political space that she opened up in this international body by denouncing racism and apartheid was quickly 

taken up by many groups around the world including the African National Congress (ANC) in South Africa 

and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAAACP) in the United States
3
. This 

international spotlight was strong enough that countries like South Africa, United States, Britain, France and 

Canada, later joined by the USSR, fearing that other marginalized groups would bring their grievances to this 

international platform, put pressure on their representatives — e.g., Eleanor Roosevelt for the US — to lobby 

for the principles of human rights, instead of supporting a binding commitment.
4
  

Vijay Lakshmi Pandit’s profile includes many other remarkable achievements, but this role alone, 

that she brought world attention to apartheid, and persisted against the might of some of the most powerful 

governments on earth, is a remarkable contribution to the eradication of one of the most persistent human 

evils of our time — the adharma of racism and apartheid Those of us who live in the US should especially 

remember her forever with reverence. The Civil Rights struggle in the US, coupled with this international 

spotlight on racism and apartheid from the end of the 1940s, led, ultimately, to the rescinding of the Asian 

Migration ban that had been passed in the US in 1917, enabling many of us to migrate to this country, in 

large numbers, after 1965. 

But the crafting of UDHR engaged the energy of another Durga — Hansa Mehta. Sarojini Naidu had 

inducted Hansa Mehta into the movement for women’s rights in India, but Hansa Mehta quickly charted her 

own revolution by marrying a man of a lower caste, writing incessantly about women’s property rights and 

education rights, joining the nationalist struggle and standing for elected seats in local governments. When 

the Human Rights Commission was formed in the UN, one of the members was Hansa Mehta. Hansa Mehta 

was very active in reminding the commission about the need to enshrine women’s human rights in this 

declaration. The view of most of the members at that time was that references to men’s rights included 

women, so there was no need to additionally mention women in the UDHR. Mehta is credited, along with the 

commissioner from the Dominican Republic, Minerva Bernardino, for the gender-neutral language in the 

UDHR, as well as the specific mention of the “rights of men and women” in the Preamble.  Since many of us 

have gotten used to gender-neutral language, Mehta’s achievement may not appear to be remarkable in the 
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21
st
 century.

5
 But women’s rights is a subject that garners significant lip-service, while it is marked by 

relatively slow progress in enacting legislations and safeguards to ensure women are able to live lives of 

dignity, not as dependents in the eyes of laws or to their families, but in their own right as human beings.  

The barriers to ensuring women’s humans rights is clear when we examine two sets of information.  

CEDAW, the convention on the elimination of discrimination against women — which centrally raises 

questions about routine violence against women and discrimination in education, jobs, health, property 

rights, political representation — was finally formalized in 1979, decades after UDHR. The US and India 

signed onto the CEDAW in 1980. India ratified it in 1993. The US is still to ratify it. So, the issue of 

women’s rights that Hansa Mehta raised six decades ago remains relevant today.    

The his/herstory of the struggle for human rights does not begin or end with these two remarkable 

women. Indeed, these women were products of a longer struggle for women’s rights in the India. The Indian 

movements for women’s rights were underway in parts of India, especially Bengal by the turn of the 20
th

 

century. Sarojini Naidu was claiming rights for women in the language of human rights by 1905 as she urged 

Indians, especially young men, to support the right of women to get an education. A dazzling array of leaders 

and activists for women’s rights — for instance, the women who organized the mahila siplamelas to open up 

opportunities for women’s economic independence in the late 19
th

 century, Sarala Debi Chowdhurani, who 

organized local women’s organizations in Bengal and then the first national women’s group Bharat Stree 

Mahamandal in 1910, Basanti Debi, Sarojini Naidu, Margaret Cousins, Dorthy Jinrajadasa of the Women’s 

Indian Association, the women of the All-India Women’s Conference — are but a few of the thousands of 

women who actively organized for the cause of women’s rights, especially her right to education, suffrage, 

freedom from violence, health, right to own property, right not to be married off as children, and overall 

status within family and society.  

But this linking of Durga puja to women’s activism is not simply about retelling past histories, 

though these are important for us to remember. Let us consider some Durga’s of our times who struggle 

against adharma. An abiding lesson of Durga puja is that we are an indivisible part of a larger whole —

Brahman — and understanding our connections to animals, birds — bahans — and plants, earths and waters, 

is part of our manava dharma. Surely then, the Chipko activists, Vandana Shiva (of Navdanya) and Medha 

Patkar (of the Narmada Bacaho movement) are reminding us of the same lesson, linking us to our natural 

environment, reminding us of the struggles of those who are being disposed through large-scale development 

projects, our soil, air, water in jeopardy. Durga puja also reminds us that the battle against asur is to arrest 

conflict and restore peace on earth. Thus we can reflect on the life of the young activist, Iron Sharmila, who 

has been fasting for the last eight years — and is being force fed in prison — to protest the atrocities and 

violence by terrorists and security forces, eroding the ability of people in Manipur to live lives of dignity.
6
  

Or recall the protest by older women in Nagaland who took off their clothes in a public place to draw 

attention to the impunity with which army personnel can rape women in areas designated as “security” 

problems; they used this form of protest because they had not otherwise been able to get people to recognize 

rape as public violation against women’s dignity. See Building a Fabric of Peace of Bandana Purkayastha 

(2008) that appeared in Armed Conflict and Conflict Resolution edited by Giuseppe Caforio, Gerhard 

Kuemmel and Bandana Purkayastha. Should we support Ela Bhatt, and the three million women of the self 

employed workers association (SEWA), who continue to struggle to ensure a modicum of economic human 

rights to the most marginalized female workers in India? Or pay homage to Mahasweta Devi as she 

continues to struggle to keep the rights of indigenous groups relevant to the social and political discourse of 

                                                 
5
 Zehra Arat, Women’s Rights as Human Rights. UN Chronicle, June-Sept 2008. 

6
 Deepti Priya Mehrotra, Burning Bright: Irom Sharmila and the Struggle for Peace in Manipur (2009), Penguin Books, India.   



 

modern India. Or their counterparts in other parts of the world: Wangaari Maathai (Kenya), Rigoberta 

Menchu (Guatemala), Ela Gandhi (South Africa), Las Madres of Playa Del Mayo (Argentina), or the 

hibakusha (female survivors of the atom bomb) (Japan), who struggle against might forces to restore dharma. 

Should we simply ask, “jahara tomar bishayeche bayu, nibhayechhe tobo alo, tumi ki tader kshama 

koriacho…” or meld our action with forgiveness and love?  

Our worship of Goddess Durga has never been based on rituals confined to temples. Reflecting on 

Brahman, through the personification of feminine valor, has been, and continues to be about doing dharma, a 

charter of action for social justice, action without generating further divisiveness or violence, a coming 

together of people, transgressing embedded social boundaries. It is up to us to bring the principles of dharma 

to our social lives, and practice these principles with vigor and valor. Following the paths of some of these 

remarkable women is a standard to which we can all aspire.   

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

A painting by Rounak Bhunia, a seventh grader at the Griswold Middle School, Rocky Hill, Connecticut 



Third Eye Fell 
 

Aparna Das* 

Somerville, Massachusetts 

 

 

These days I have been looking downwards 

so down my eyes got crossed 

And when I sleep the lids cover them still crossed 

The third eye, though, always fidgets 

 

One day it squirmed out of the socket from all the neglect 

 

I am woken by the splash and see it glisten  

It is as a happy fish swimming in a stream  

carried like driftwood 

I dive stealthily like a crocodile into the waters 

my eyes on the sliver of reflected light on its scales 

 

It is collected by an errant eddy   

As I reach slowly with open hands and cautious fingers to cup it 

it flits beyond my grasp into the rush of waters again 

I cry out  

It turns about to watch me  

straining against the currents  

teasing me with its might before it dives out of sight 

 

A flash in the deep I hold my breath and dive in 

crushing my eyes closed against the stinging silt 

I grope blindly as air escapes in bubbles 

I surface wiping the mud from my face  

and start howling in laughter 

 

The dark clouds fall towards me in thick rain 

I feel the stings of the rain, but the water is so warm I am joyful 

Lightening strikes and the sky booms as I dive once more 

I feel the swishing of the silt the leaves and muddy particles stroking past my body 

I let my arms float outward and feel the heaviness of my body sink buoyantly 

The big toe of my right foot on the grainy soil the only sense of rooting in the expansive 

warm sea 

 

Suddenly I feel a nibble at my smiling mouth 

Calmly I allow it to seek comfort in kisses 

loosening my jaw every so slowly 

Into my mouth it goes 

tickling the length of my tongue 

Creating a bubble I press my lips closed 

feeling it nestle on my tongue 

 
*Author Introduction: Next page 



I pull out of the water 

and release the stunned fish into my palms 

It is so beautiful  

winking at me 

 

I press my forehead to my palms and it slips into the socket 

wiggling happily 

I feel a funny sensation behind my ear down the sides of my neck 

All my eyes turn up 

 

*Aparna is a founder of Workshop Salas, a fledgling experimental performance group, 

which through community workshop techniques, develops theater and movement performance 

pieces with a political bent. She enjoys dancing and singing. 

 

  

 
 

 

A New Season 
 

Mitali Bandyopadhyay** 

Farmington, Connecticut 

 

 

When I step outside  

I see 

The beautiful landscape s p r e a d  

Out before me 

A new season has come  

Spring 

 

The grass is shiny, green and new 

Covered with tiny droplets of silver dew 

 

The sun is perched high at the top of the 

sky 

Waiting and hoping 

For a robin to flutter by 

 

The clouds are big white marshmallows 

Floating in the sky 

 

 

 

 

 

Racing and chasing 

As they happily soar by 

 

Daisies and tulips are here and there 

But dandelions are everywhere! 

 

A bird is busily building a big brown 

nest  

Other animals are awakening from their 

L o n g winter rest 

 

Trees are sprouting little leaves 

Their branches swaying in the breeze 

 

Winter is over, gone, done 

But a new season called 

“Spring” 

Has just begun 

 

**She is a 7
th
 grader at Irving A. Robbins Middle School, Farmington 



*She loves to build new friendships. Deeply passionate about Bengali literature and recitation. Never  hesitates

to experiment with recipes. Misses her little doggy, Bindi, very much.
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What Is Family?

Anishaa (Riaa) Mukherjee*

Rocky Hill, Connecticut

What is family? I believe that families are the people who claim you. In rough times, in the happiest

moments of life, in parts or in whole, they were the ones who showed up, who stayed there, regardless. Family

doesn’t always have to be blood related; they are the people who never really leave you. They are the ones rooting

for you at the end of a race. They are the ones who help you pick up the pieces when they are shattered and never

ask for anything in return. They are the people who believe in you and discover a side of you that you never knew

of. We had many families over time. Our family of origin, the family we created, as well as the groups you moved

through while everything is happening: friends, lovers, sometimes even strangers. “None of them are perfect, and

we couldn’t expect them to be. You couldn’t make one person your world. The trick is to take what each could give

you and build a world from it.”

*She is a ninth grader at the Rocky Hill High School, an expressive writer, and a talented dancer.



Geometric Patterns from Roman Mosaics

Ruma Tarafder Basu*

Willington, Connecticut

Hospitalium of Hadrian’s Villa at Trivoli

                

   

                  

   

                          Mosaic from Silchester                                     Courtyard from the Museum of Cordoba     

                 

    *A long-time associate of BAGH and a very talented artist. She has been serving as a member

of the existing Executive Committee of BAGH.



isdûr Ek±ETA

imnit bE¾dYApA}YAy*
bRYAÇpTn, o¾TAiro, kYAnADA

                
 

            *I enjoy writing and love to read. If my work gives anybody pleasure that will be my best reward. I             

     was blessed by wonderful teachers including Ashutosh Bhattacharya, Sankaryprosad Basu, Ashit               

Bandopaddhya, Narayan Gangopadhaya, and Haroprasad Mitra. 



  









A Summer That Was Hard to Bear 

Oisharya (Moon) Dasgupta* 

West Hartford, Connecticut 

 

My summer was going great. I was having a blast at the Mountain Summer Camp making new 

friends, learning cool facts and thoroughly enjoying myself. But then of course something had to happen. 

Something exciting - no, come to think of it, downright terrifying. 

I was sitting at a picnic table with my friends during lunch in the Camp courtyard. We were done 

with our lunches and I was just finishing up my dessert, blueberries dipped in honey. My back was facing 

the woods and I couldn’t see what was behind me as I was merrily chatting away. Suddenly my friends 

went silent and looked past me wide eyed. I had no idea what was going on. Startled, I looked back and 

almost froze in fear. 

 

 
 

Standing about hundred feet behind me in the bushes was the biggest black bear I have ever laid 

my eyes on, staring straight back at me.  Its dark fur looked velvety and soft. It had stern, shiny, brown 

eyes. There was something about the way the bear acted I had a feeling that it was a male bear. By the 

look in the bear’s eyes I felt that it was really hungry. A sudden sense of fear struck me.  I screamed so 

loud that probably people in China could hear me. I jumped onto the table and jumped off on the other 

side. I raced away from the bear. There were other people around but the bear kept coming after me. 

Many thoughts were racing through my mind but I was so scared that it did not occur to me that bears like 

honey and berries and while I had jumped and screamed and ran, I have not let go of my lunch-box.  My 

only thought was to keep running and not to look back.   

 In front of me were a few short, thick branches.  I decided to throw them back to distract the bear, 

but it did no good.  In the background I could hear people shouting at me to drop the container but I 

couldn’t comprehend what they were saying. The only thought in my mind was to run. I could feel the 

bear’s footsteps vibrating the ground behind me. It seemed to be getting closer and closer. I was so tense I 

couldn’t think or do anything but keep my feet moving. A bird flew over us chirping very loudly. 

Apparently this made the bear more irritated, it stopped and it grunted. Then it stepped back and stormed 

after me again. I could feel sweat dripping down my forehead and neck. It was not only because of the 

exhaustion on a sunny, humid, 90 degree day, it was partially because of the fear of getting chased by a 

huge black bear.  

 

 *She is a 6
th
 grader in King Phillip Middle School, West Hartford, Connecticut 

 



 I wasn’t sure how much more I could run. It must not have been more than thirty seconds since I 

first saw the bear but it felt like I am running for thirty minutes already. 

I started looking for a tree with low branches so I could climb it. The next moment when I looked 

forward, about 3 feet in front of me, was a long, moss covered log blocking the whole path.  

That can never be a good thing when you are running as fast as you can, downhill. I couldn’t stop and 

found myself sliding into a hard but hollow log. My leg got caught in a tangle of sticks, as my body flew 

forward my hand bumped a tree branch and I could feel the plastic container fly out of my hand.  At that 

moment I landed with a loud thud. As I lay there in the bushes, I saw the container soar up in the air and 

land a good forty feet away near the bottom of a tree. This is it for me, I thought.  The bear is going to be 

on top of me any second now.  I was looking for a stick or a stone to fight it with. 

But then nothing happened. I looked back and saw the bear stop in its tracks with a puzzled look 

on its face. It was looking back and forth between me and the direction where the lunch box landed. In an 

instant the bear changed direction, ran to the bottom of the tree, grabbed the plastic container and 

disappeared into the bushes surrounding the school playground, opposite to the direction it came from. A 

few teachers rushed over and helped me up. They helped me brush off all the dirt and leaves from my 

clothes. My knees, elbows and palms were all bruised but not badly. 

 Our teachers quickly got us into the building, in case the bear returned. The Camp Director came 

out of the office to see what all the noise was about. When she heard everything, she went very pale. After 

all she is responsible for all of us. “That’s it”, she said, “I am going to call a fencing company tomorrow 

and putting up barbed wire all around the school ground. I am so glad nobody got seriously hurt today. 

Till then we shall only have indoor lunch and recess”.  

It has been a few weeks since that incident, but when I close my eyes I can still see the scary gaze 

of the black bear, staring right at me. 

 

 
 

The Mystery of the Fainting Lady 
 

Oisharya (Moon) Dasgupta* 

West Hartford, Connecticut 
 

It was a warm, spring afternoon and Rani and her sister Rebecca were walking around at the 

park complaining about the heat. “It’s never been so hot in the spring,” Rebecca whined. “At least not as 

long as we’ve been alive.” “Let’s go to the Los Angles Metro Museum. They have air conditioning 

inside,” Rani suggested. “Good idea!” So the two girls sprinted off to the historical museum which was 

only a couple of blocks from the park. 

 

*She is a 6
th
 grader in King Phillip Middle School, West Hartford, Connecticut. This story was 

inadvertently left out from 2009 souvenir magazine.  

 



“It’s so nice and cold in here,” Rani murmured as she walked inside. The two sisters walked 

around the entrance debating on where to go first. Finally they decided to go to the gem and precious 

stone section. Rani and Rebecca slowly walked to the gem stone exhibit and looked for their birthstones. 

“Look at that beautiful diamond necklace!” Rani exclaimed. 

Not getting any response, Rani turned towards her sister and found her observing a man. The man 

was dressed in a black pullover and pants. The peculiar thing was that he was wearing dark sunglasses 

and a baseball cap. “Doesn’t that man look suspicious?” asked Rebecca. “He looks kind of strange but I 

don’t know if that is suspicious,” replied Rani. Suddenly they heard a thud and the sound of people 

gasping from the other side of the room. Rani and Rebecca turned towards the commotion and saw a 

crowd gathering around a corner and other people in the room walking towards them. 

As the two sisters joined the crowd, they saw a lady lying on the floor. A couple of ladies were 

kneeling on the floor, trying to see what was wrong.  Museum guards came rushing to see what happened. 

Slowly the woman opened her eyes. “Should I call an ambulance?” a young man asked. “No, no, I’ll be 

fine,” the woman fumbled. Everybody suggested that she get medical help but she refused all offers. 

 “Well, I’m feeling a lot better now,” she said as she sat up. “In fact I’m meeting my husband a 

few blocks down and he is a doctor. Oh my, I’m getting late. Thank you all for your concern. I will be 

fine, really,” said the lady as she made her way towards the exit. “That’s strange. The lady practically ran 

away for a person who just fainted,” Rebecca remarked as she watched her leave. Rebecca turned to Rani 

and said “Come on, let’s go follow her!” Rani was about to protest but Rebecca grabbed Rani by the arm 

and pulled her out the entrance. 

 The two girls hadn’t gone fifty feet from the entrance of the museum when somebody hurriedly 

brushed past them. “Look where you’re going!” Rani exclaimed as she looked at the rude pedestrian. 

Surprise! It was the mysterious man from the museum. However the man paid no attention to the sisters 

and kept walking rapidly till he caught up with the lady. The two sisters looked at each other. “Wow! The 

mystery deepens,” remarked Rebecca. Rani groaned. The two sisters walked behind the couple, careful to 

stay out of sight. They walked for three blocks. Then the couple turned into an alley. As the sisters 

reached the alley they saw no sign of the couple but a green Honda sedan was leaving. Rebecca snatched 

a pen from her sister’s pocket and wrote the car’s license plate number on her hand. The number was: 

LAW-429. “Well?” Rani asked. “I don’t know what but something strange is going on,” Rebecca 

answered. “You’re just being a paranoid. I think you’re reading too many Nancy Drew mysteries. Let’s 

just go home,” urged Rani.  That evening the two girls were watching the news. Suddenly the newscaster 

announced that there had been a theft at the metro museum. 

After the museum had closed that day, the museum employees discovered that a diamond necklace 

was replaced by a fake one sometime during the day. An unusual event also happened in the same room in 

the afternoon when a lady fainted but later recovered and left on her own.  The police thought the fainting 

lady had someone to do with the theft and said whoever had any useful information about the incident 

would get a $1000 reward from the museum and should contact police on their Crime Hotline.  

Rebecca jumped up, turned off the TV set, and shouted; “We know the license plate of the get 

away car. Let’s call!” “What are you silly girls talking about?” their father asked. The two sisters could 

barely speak through their excitement. But, finally managed to explain the events of the afternoon to their 

parents. “We must call the police at once,” said their mother. Within half an hour two police detectives 

arrived at their home. They were very grateful to get a very important clue and were confident that with 

this information they can locate the car and arrest the thieves. They also recommended the sisters for the 

award.  

  It was almost midnight when the family was finally ready to go to bed. Just when she was about to 

turn in Rebecca teased her sister, “Looks like I’m not so paranoid after all!”  

 



      

  *Paroma is a ten-year old fifth grader at the Tesago Elementary School, Clifton Park, NY

 





     

    
*Has written humorous poems on Bhutu

    -babu’s life. He is deeply interested in

  photography, traveling, music, and cooking. 
 

     

     

               

               *An established poet in his own right 



  

 

On Origination and Propagation of Tabla: 

Prepared from Sudip K. Chatterjee’s Notes   
 

 

[Editor’s Notes: Kolkata has had a long tradition of producing many great maestros of the art of tabla 

playing. A great many of them have been regarded as the very best that India could offer to the world of 

percussion. Sudip Kumar Chatterjee is a young talent from Kolkata who is highly acclaimed among his 

peers. I invited him to prepare an essay on the origination and propagation of tabla that will be suitable for 

our general readership. While Sudip thankfully turned in cursory notes, between other commitments and 

concerts he could not come up with an essay. Hence, I took it upon myself to prepare this essay based on 

Sudip’s notes. I have provided the photos accompanying this piece. Happy reading!]  

 

 

1. A Brief Introduction of Sudip Kumar Chatterjee 
 

Sudip Kumar Chatterjee is a young tabla exponent of Beneras gharānā. He began learning to play 

tabla when he was 12 years old under the gracious guidance of Prof. Nitin Chatterjee (a disciple of 

Padmabhusan Pandit Samta Prasad). He also learned the craft under the supervision of Shri Rudranarayan 

Kalyani (a disciple of Prof. Sandip Deb, Pandit Nanku Maharaj, and Padmavibhusan Pandit Kishen 

Maharaj). Sudip continues to learn table playing under the tutelage of the illustrious tabla maestro, Pandit 

Shankar Ghosh. 

 

 
 

Sudip Kumar Chatterjee, b. 1983 

 

Sudip completed M.A. degree in tabla from Rabindra Bharati University. He received numerous 

awards and honors all over India including: The Santana Panza Memorial Shield (first prize) at the All 

Bengal Music Competition in 2002; Ranked First Class First in All India Merit Test organized by Nikhil 

Bharat Sangeet Samity and obtained the Gold Medal in 2008; Sangeet Ratna Award from Bangiya Sangeet 

Parishad; Awarded Sangeet Bivakar (M. Mus. in Tabla with first class) from Sarba Bharatiya Sangeet O 

Sanskrity Parishad and from Nikhil Bharat Sangeet Samity in 2008.   

He has performed, both solo and accompaniment, extensively at Calcutta Television Network 

(CTVN); Ustad Amir Khan Sangeet Samsad; Kalamandir; Birla Academy;  Lahabari Music Conference; 

and Gyan Manch, to name a few. 

Sudip received the Certificate of Honor of the United Minds for Peace Society (UMFPS) from 

Pandit Subhankar Banerjee at a concert that was organized by Musical Oasis for Resurrection under 

UMFPS.  
                                 

2. Origination 
 

About the origin of the musical instrument called tabla, many a guess and conjecture, fable, and 

legend fill the air. Indian experts often say that tabla has been derived from pakhawaj because the former 

has two parts cut apart from mridanga. Many Muslim tabla players from one generation to the next, on the 



other hand, never get tired of claiming that tabla originated in their families. So, there is plenty of 

controversy. 
 

   
From left: Mridanga, Pakhawaj, and Tabla 

 

But, history has a different story to unfold. Long before the Muslims rechristened mridanga and 

pakhawaj, and indeed long before the birth of Islam, tabla occupied a prominent place among many musical 

instruments that came from Arabia. In pagan Arabia, it was a popular but somewhat different instrument in 

its construction. In ancient Arabia, the duff was the most popular among all percussion instruments covered 

with leather. Duff is a percussion instrument belonging to the class of tambourines. It is said that Tubal, son 

of the musician Tubal from Arabia, invented both duff and tabla. 

The word tabla came to be used as a prefix to other drum instruments. It seems that the Muslims had 

brought with them their favorite version of tabla. But, in India they found a variety of well developed 

percussion instruments. So, they improved their own tabla along the lines of then existing Indian varieties 

and laid the foundation for a new type of instrument. They added a smaller variety of the duff and because 

of its similarity with tabla, came to be known as tabla and the latter, bayan. 

Many experts claim that Amir Khusro made a great contribution by introducing tabla in India, but as 

we have explained, in its bigger size table was already used in Arabia. However, it is plausible that Amir 

Khusro, while introducing a number of ragas from foreign lands to Indian music, embraced tabla here 

especially in a shape and form that we are familiar with today.  

One should note that percussion instruments came into existence before any other musical 

instrument, and hence tabla occupied the place of one of the fundamental percussion instruments. In 

performances of folk songs and folk dances, however, dhol, dapha and mridanga were used as primary 

percussion instruments. With the passage of time, classical music became popular in Courts and Darbars. In 

those times too, mridanga and pakhawaj accompanied with dhrupad and dhamar styles of gayeki. 

During the 13
th

 century AD, Amir Khusro, the Chief Councilor of Allauddin Khilzi, brought in tabla, 

a new musical instrument by dividing pakhawaj into two equal halves. This new instrument was played by 

placing it in the front, but unfortunately it could not obtain acceptance from the royal families of those days. 

It was accepted in a very limited way by the proponents of kawals, gazals and the dancers who accompanied 

them. They often entertained the soldiers and warriors. Tabla happened to be the main instrument of their 

choice. 

Now-a-days tabla has attained an appreciable status in standard musical societies. But, during the 

performances of Indian classical dances, mridanga is still frequently used as a percussion instrument. 

After the invention of tabla, it was made immensely popular by Ustad Uddar Khan. He did not 

produce new bols, but he constructed them from the basic set of bols played on mridanga following old 

grammar of talas. 

Aloke Dutta (Tabla Lessons and Practice, 1995) wrote: “Notwithstanding disputes regarding the 

origin of tabla, there is no controversy regarding Sidhar Khan (or Sudhar Khan) of Dheli as the first 

exponent of tabla playing. A contemporary of Sadarang, he lived in the 18
th

 century AD. Sidhar Khan is also 

believed by some to have invented the tabla. In any case, it is known that he established the first originally 

recognized style of tabla playing, known as the Delhi style, from which all others, except that of Punjab, 

originate.”  

 

3. Propagation 
 

It is largely believed that Aamir Khusro is the creator of tabla in the 13
th

 century AD, but there is no 

proof that any renowned tabla player existed before Ustad Sidhar Khan (Sudhar Khan) from the 18
th

 century 



AD according to the established history of Indian classical music. So, there is much appreciation for Ustad 

Sidhar Khan as the creator of the “tabla baaz”, the grammar and sound of tabla. He hailed from Delhi and so 

his style of tabla playing is called the “Delhi baaz”.  

In a word “baaz” is also called the “gharānā”, a system of a social organization linking musicians or 

dancers by lineage and/or apprenticeship, and by adherence to a particular style of music. A gharānā also 

indicates a comprehensive musicological ideology.  

This ideology or doctrine or discipline tends to vary substantially from one gharānā to another. It 

directly affects the process of thinking, teaching, execution, performance, and appreciation of music. Ustad 

Sidhar Khan was regarded a great exponent of tabla playing in the 18
th

 century AD and his established Delhi 

gharānā is largely accepted as the first gharānā among all gharānās of tabla playing that have come to exist. 

There are six fundamental gharānās in tabla and these are: Delhi gharānā, Lakhnaw gharānā, Farukhabad 

gharānā, Ajrara gharānā, Beneras gharānā, and Punjab gharānā.  

 

4. Brief Accounts of These Six Gharānās 
 

4.1 Delhi Gharānā 

 

The Delhi gharānā is the oldest among all tabla  gharānās, and is also the first to establish specific 

rules for improvisation. It was founded in North-East India, and is easily one of the most, if not the most, 

common gharānā (or baaz) used today. Recall that this gharānā was founded in the early 18
th

 century AD by 

Ustad Sidhar Khan. Khan, having been a prominent pakhawaj player, was responsible for incorporating 

pakhawaj bols within this style. However, tabla, not pakhawaj, is now the main instrument of the Delhi 

gharānā. 

The Delhi tabla style is famous for its vast and rich repertoire of kaidas. Overall, the quality of sound 

tends to focus on avoiding the overuse of loud, resonant banya (left-hand bass drum) strokes in favor of 

lighter and more precise strokes. Bols such as dha, tete (tite), terekete and tinnakena are prominent. 

Some important tabla Ustads were Gamay Khan (1883-1958), his son Inam Ali Khan, Chatur Lal, 

and the last doyen of the Delhi gharānā, Ustad Latif Khan. 

 

 
Chaturlal 

 

4.2 Lakhnaw Gharānā  
 

The great connoisseur, Nawab Wazid Ali from Lakhnaw, invited two tabla players, Miyan Bakhsu 

Khan and Mauzu Khan (both were grandsons of Ustad Sidhar Khan) from Delhi to accompany with Kathak 

dance in his royal court. The tabla and pakhawaj were used as accompaniments with dance and a new 

“vadan style” was created there.  

 

 
Pandit Hirendrakumar Ganguly 

 

This “vadan style” is called “Lakhnaw baaz”, a characteristic of Lakhnaw gharānā. Though kaida 

and gat are conventional in this gharānā, varieties of paran, gat, and chakradar are used.  



In the case of a solo performance, the “uthan” is played first. Both dance and thumris are 

accompined on tabla in this gharānā. Some of the tabla maestros in this gharānā were Khalifa wazid Hussain 

Khan, Ustad Afaq Hussain, Pandit Hiru Ganguly. Pandit Swapan Choudhury came from this gharānā and he 

has been a living legend and maestro in his own right. 

 

 
Pandit Swapan Choudhury (center) playing tabla solo in a 

concert in Calcutta, January 2010. Accompanying on Sarengi 

is Pandit Ramesh Mishra (right). 
 

4.3 Farukhabad Gharānā 

 

Fatema Bibi, the daughter of Ustad Bakhsu Khan (the most renowned table Maestro of Lakhnaw 

Gharānā), got married to Hazi Vilayat Ali Khan of Farukhabad. Hazi Vilayat received 12 kaidas and 

numerous gats during the wedding as dowry. Haji Vilayat Ali Khan is the regarded as the first tabla player 

of Farukhabad gharānā.  
The gats of this gharānā have great rhythms. There are numerous gats included in this gharānā which 

is fondly referred to as the “stock pile of gat”. A solo performance in this gharānā commences with the 

“suruwat”. Sur, chati, gab are emphasized with regard to priority. Many kinds of bandishes are played here. 

Some of the reputed tabla players from this gharānā include Ustad Masit Khan, Ustad Keramat 

Khan, Pandit Jnan Prakash Ghosh, Pandit Kanai Dutta, Pandit Shankar Ghosh, Ustad Sabir Khan, Pandit 

Anindo Chatterjee, Pandit Bikram Ghosh, and Pandit Subhankar Banerjee. 

 

             
From left: Pandit Jnan Prakash Ghosh, Ustad Keramat Ullah Khan, 

and Pandit Kanai Dutta 

 

4.4 Ajrara Gharānā 

 

 In the Meerut district, there is a village named Ajrara and two foremost tabla players, Kallu khan 

and Meeru Khan, took the tabla talim. At first, they learned from Bugrah Khan of Delhi and then they also 

learned from Ustad Sidhar Khan. This training or talim in tabla playing led them to create the Ajrara 

gharānā.  



The kaidas in this gharānā include numerous great bandishes. The syllables or the words of these 

kaidas and the accompanied laya are extremely beautiful. Their gat and peshkar also have great specialties. 

The role of bayan is given priority and hence emphasized in this gharānā.  

Some of the maestros from this gharānā were Hassu Khan and Sammu Khan. Ustad Habibuddin 

Khan, the son of and Sammu Khan, is regarded as the best tabla exponent from this gharānā. 
 

4.5 Beneras Gharānā 

 

  The creator of Lakhnaw gharānā, Ustad Mauzu Khan, accepted Ramasahai ji (Beneras) as his 

disciple. This tremendously talented Ramsahai ji was the founder of the Beneras gharānā.  

The bols are pronounced and then demonstrated on tabla in this gharānā. The laggi, ladi, chand are 

preferred here. Uthan must be played at the beginning in the case of any solo performance.  

Many big compositions are played here but unlike what is heard in some of the other gharānās, 

kaidas are not so conventional here. The “theka ka prakar” is played here in-stead of “suruwat”.  

The bayan has highly prioritized here. The quality of sound production from this gharānā is highly 

emphasized compared with other gharanas. “Gat-Fard” is played in this gharānā.  

This style of table playing is very suitable for accompanying dance and instrumental music. The 

great tabla exponents of this gharānā include Pandit Baldev Sahai, Pandit Vikku Maharaj, Pandit Kanthe 

Maharaj, Pandit Samta Prasad, Pandit Kishen Maharaj, Pandit Sarda Sahai, and Pandit Kumar Bose. 

 

     
From left: Pandit Kanthe Maharaj and Pandit Kishen Maharaj 

 

4.6 Punjab Gharānā 

 

Punjab gharānā (sometimes called Punjabi or Panjabi gharānā) is a style and technique of tabla 

playing that originated in the Punjab region of what is now split in present day Pakistan and India. The 

Punjab gharānā is possibly the newest of the six tabla gharānās (of which others are Delhi, Ajrara, 

Farukhabad, Lakhnaw, and Benares). 

Initially a pakhawaj-playing gharānā, the Punjab school was created in the 19
th

 century. Ustad Faqir 

Bokhs was the founder of this gharānā. His son Qadir Bokhs and disciples Karam Elahi and Malan Khan 

were great exponents.  

Ustad Qadir Bokhs’s disciple was Ustad Allah Rakha (the legend of tabla) and Ustad Allah Rakha’s 

son Ustad Zakir Hussain made this Panjub gharānā of tabla playing more popular than some of the other 

styles.  

Some of the other notable exponents from this gharānā include Ustad Fazal                                  

Qureshi, Pandit Yogesh Samsi, and Ustad Shaukat Hussain Khan.  

Big compositions are played in this gharānā. Their bols are very melodious. Chakradar, tukra, paran 

are played with different laykaris. 

 

5. Final Comments 
 

 This article is aimed at general public with some appreciation of Indian classical music. It is not an 

article on any kind of exact theory, practice, and performance of the classical musical instrument, tabla. No 

attempt was made to define the minute specifics and characteristics of each gharānā. An interesting treatise 

on this subject is V. H. Deshpande’s Indian Musical Traditions: An Aesthetic Study of the Gharanas in 

Hindustani Music.   
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What Would You Do if You Did Not Get Admission to IIT? 

How About Winning a Nobel Prize? 
 

Ashis Basu* 

Willington, Connecticut 
 

A speaker said that he appeared for the IIT entrance test but “did not get a single seat in IIT.” His 

parents thought coaching classes for entrance exams were “nonsense.” He also appeared in the entrance test 

for a seat in the Christian Medical College in Vellore in Tamil Nadu but was unsuccessful. He was not a total 

failure, however. He did receive a National Science Talent Scholarship to pursue undergraduate studies at the 

Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda from where he graduated with a B.Sc. in Physics in 1971. The 

speaker was the 2009 Chemistry Nobel Laureate, Venkatraman Ramakrishnan, who was giving a standing-

room only lecture at the Indian Institute of Science in January 2010.  
 

 
 

Venki Ramakrishnan 

Born 1952 in Chidambaram, Tamil Nadu, India 

 

Venki Ramakrishnan
1
, as he is commonly known as, moved to USA from India and received his 

Ph.D. in Physics from Ohio University, Athens, Ohio in 1976. In graduate school, Ramakrishnan realized 

that he was not meant to be a theoretical physicist and that his real interest was in biology. He gave up two 

offers of postdoctoral work at Yale University, including one from Tom Steitz, with whom, ironically, he 

later shared the Nobel Prize. He felt he must first broaden his knowledge of biology. So, he spent two years 

studying biology as a graduate student at the University of California, San Diego, making a critical transition 

from theoretical physics to biology. Then he did postdoctoral research with Peter Moore at Yale University 

from 1978-1982.  

Ramakrishnan also recalled at the IIS lecture that, after his post-doctoral research, he could not 

initially find a job even though he had applied to 50 different universities. After spending a short time at the 

Oak Ridge National Lab, he joined Brookhaven National Lab in 1983, where he spent the next 12 years. He 

started crystallography of ribosomal proteins at Brookhaven, and this pursuit eventually led to solving the 

30S subunit (vide infra) structure, which earned him the Nobel Prize. In 1995, he joined University of Utah 

as a Professor of Biochemistry. 

Four years later, Ramakrishnan moved to the Structural Studies Division, MRC Laboratory of 

Molecular Biology, Cambridge, England.  Although he started working on the structure of ribosome in Peter 

Moore’s lab, after moving to Brookhaven, he gradually built a solid reputation as a leading researcher in 

ribosome structure and function. Ramakrishnan became a part of the major wave of breakthroughs in 1999 

and 2000. 

 

*Ashis Basu is a Professor of Chemistry at the University of Connecticut-Storrs 



To appreciate this work, a brief overview of ribosome is appropriate. Ribosome is a 

ribonucleoprotein particle (70S) made of a small (30S) and a large (50S) unit
2
. The word ribosome comes 

from ribonucleic acid and the Greek word soma, which means body. The central dogma of biology is that the 

information contained in DNA can be used to make RNA, which, in turn, is used to make proteins. The 

messenger RNA, which contains the base sequence information specifying a particular protein, acts as a 

template that directs the protein synthesis. Each triplet of nucleotides, called a codon, on the mRNA specifies 

one amino acid. A small (30S) ribosomal subunit binds to the mRNA molecule at a start codon recognized 

by a unique initiator transfer RNA (tRNA) molecule. A large (50S) ribosomal subunit binds to complete the 

ribosome and initiate the elongation phase of protein synthesis. The amino acids are attached to tRNA, which 

are then joined together by the ribosome. The ribosome progresses from codon to codon adding amino acids 

on a chain to make the protein until a stop codon is reached. The completed protein (or polypeptide) is then 

released from the ribosome. 

Since the ribosome ‘translates’ the genetic information from RNA to proteins, the process is known 

as translation. The basics of protein synthesis are the same in all kingdoms of life, and ribosome, the protein 

factory, consists of approximately two-thirds by mass of RNA and one-third proteins. A cogent 

understanding the role of ribosome in translation requires determination of its high-resolution structure. 

Although the general structure of ribosome has been known for nearly four decades, the high-resolution 

crystallographic structure using X-ray diffraction has only been determined in 2000. The structure of the 50S 

(large) subunit from an archaeon Haloarcula marismortui was published by Thomas Steitz’s group at Yale 

University. The structure of the 30S subunit from Thermus thermophilus was published by Ada Yonath soon 

afterward, but it was incomplete and later found to be flawed. In the same month a more detailed and 

accurate structure of the 30S ribosomal subunit was published by Venki Ramakrishnan’s group at the MRC 

lab of Molecular Biology in Cambridge. These structures shed light on many specific functions including 

decoding (to inspect the pairing of codon with anticodon) and antibiotic binding.The Nobel Prize in 

Chemistry 2009 was awarded to Drs. Venkatraman Ramakrishnan, Thomas A. Steitz, and Ada E. Yonath 

“for studies of the structure and function of the ribosome.”  

Venki Ramakrishnan’s group determined the complete atomic structure of the 30S subunit and its 

complexes with several antibiotics, initiation factor IF1, and cognate and near-cognate tRNA anticodon 

stem-loops complexed with mRNA in the A site. Recently, they have determined the high-resolution 

structure of the entire ribosome complexed with mRNA and tRNA.
3
 These studies continue to unravel the 

details of antibiotic function, the mechanism of tRNA and mRNA recognition, and decoding by the 

ribosome.  

Aside from the Nobel Prize, of the many awards and honors, Ramakrishnan was elected a member of 

EMBO (2002); Fellow of the Royal Society (elected 2003); Member, National Academy of Sciences, USA 

(elected 2004); Louis Jeantet Prize for Medicine, 2007; Datta Medal and Lecture, FEBS annual meeting, 

Vienna 2007; Heatley Medal, British Biochemical Society, 2008; Foreign Member, Indian National Science 

Academy (elected 2008); Fellow, Trinity College, Cambridge (elected 2008).  In 2010, he was awarded 

Padma Vibhushan, conferred upon him by the President of India. 

 

Footnotes: 
1
Venki Ramakrishnan’s Nobel Lecture published in Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. (49, 4355-4580, 2010) includes his 

(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.201001436/abstract) autobiography and a summary of his research on 

ribosome structure and function. 
2
S represents svedberg unit named after the Swedish chemist, T. Svedberg, and characterizes the behavior of a 

particle type in sedimentation processes. The svedberg is a measure of time and is defined as 10
-13

 seconds (100 fs).  

Bigger particles sediment faster and thus have higher svedberg values. Sedimentation coefficients, however, are not 

additive. Sedimentation rate does not depend only on the mass or volume of a particle, and when two particles bind 

together there is inevitably a loss of surface area. Thus when measured separately they will have svedberg values that 

may not add up to that of the bound particle.  
3
Visit Venki Ramakrishnan’s home page at MRC (http://www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/ribo/homepage/ramak/ 

index.html) to learn more on his current work.  
 



C. R. Rao: A Product of India

[Editor’s Note: C. R. Rao, an elected member of the U.S. National Academy of Science, has been one of

the most revered statistical scientists in the world. At the age of ninety, he continues to create new

frontiers of research from statistics to brain mapping to microarrays to genome. In 2002, he was awarded

the National Medal of Science by the White House. I requested C. R. Rao to prepare a piece about him

in order to inspire us, especially the children. The following write-up is a result of that.]









Has the Original Paradigm of the Indian Statistical 

Institute Lost Its Place After P. C. Mahalanobis’s 

Death? Some Personal Thoughts  
 

Kamalendu Bhattacharya* 

Raghunathpur, Kolkata 

 

 

[Editor’s Note: Many scholars have written extensively about the significant loss of glory over the years when it comes 

to Rabindranath Tagore’s Visvabharati. The list includes some of the highest ranking scholars who were closely 

associated with Visvabharati’s inner circle. In a parallel movement, P. C. Mahalanobis founded the Indian Statistical 

Institute (ISI) in Calcutta with the blessings and support received from many, including Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and 

Rabindranath Tagore. The ISI was the dream child of Mahalanobis. He had founded it practically from nothing and he 

was heavily influenced with Tagore’s own vision behind Visvabharati. What is ISI’s national and international status 

now? An important dialogue ought to begin. Hence, I requested Kamalendu Bhattacharya, a long-time associate and an 

insider from ISI as well as a close confidant of the Mahalanobis family, to write about this famed Institute’s history for 

our general readership. This article is a result of that.]  

 
Prologue 

 

 When I joined the Office of the Administration in February, 1958 at the Indian Statistical Institute (ISI), there 

was no designation for its employees. Everyone, from top to bottom, was called a “worker”. More customary system of 

designation by rank following the Government’s guidelines was introduced in September, 1967.  

Subsequently, I became the Executive Officer in Welfare Services within ISI. For all employees, there was one 

organization called “ISI Workers Organization”. I was a Vice President of this Organization and ISI Cooperative 

Society for a long time. I was also elected as a representative of ISI non-scientific workers and became a Member of 

the Governing Council of the Institute. I retired from the Institute as Selection Grade Executive Officer (now called 

Senior Administrative Officer) in-charge of Personnel Department and Retirement Benefit Cell of the Institute in 

August, 1993. Since retirement, I have served as a member of the Governing Council of the Asiatic Society (1997-

2005) and as the Secretary, ISI Retired Workers’ Organization. 

  

 
 

Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis 

June 29, 1893-June 28, 1972 

 

I am not a statistician or a mathematician. But, I have known ISI, its founder, and dealt with them up close as 

an insider for a very long time. I became very close to Late Sm. Nirmal Kumari Mahalanobis and was in great terms 

for many years. 

  

*A Life Member of the Asiatic Society 



I especially remember fondly the period of truly phenomenal growth of the Institute. I distinctly remember its 

climb to the top, both within India and internationally, in terms of its just fame, prestige, and glory that poured in 

beyond anyone’s imagination. 

What has happened to this wonderful Institute lately? More importantly, why and how the Institute’s paradigm 

shifted after the founder passed away. I believe that this shift was only natural. I will now briefly touch upon some of 

the issues that I believe are paramount.  

 

A Basic Paradigm and ISI’s Beginning 
 

Everyone lives by an internal paradigm. Professor Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis (PCM) was largely an 

applied physicist and an applied mathematician in his early career. His thought process was always aimed at practical 

applications of national importance through science and technology. PCM’s internal paradigm was simply applications 

of science and technology for the good of the country. Though it is my personal observation, it is an important one to 

understand and appreciate the main thread that had led to the foundation and phenomenal growth of PCM’s Indian 

Statistical Institute (ISI) under his reign. In more ways than one, the absence of the same paradigm after PCM’s death 

lies as the root cause behind ISI’s present less-than-glorified image. 

PCM, without whom the Indian statistical movement would probably never have been initiated, was born on 

June 29, 1893 in Calcutta in the house built by his grandfather at 210 Cornwallis Street. His parents’ family-friends 

and relatives were in the forefront of the nineteenth century awakening in India. After receiving B.Sc. (Honors, 1912) 

degree in physics from the University of Calcutta, PCM went for a casual visit to London in the summer of 1913. He 

was awarded a senior scholarship from King’s College where he studied physics. Upon his return to India, he joined as 

a lecturer of physics in Presidency College, Calcutta in 1915. He became an eminent applied physicist of his time.  

Within the Physics Department in Presidency College, PCM initiated the Statistical Laboratory in the late 

1920's. This Statistical Laboratory eventually grew up to be the famed ISI on April 28, 1932. His energy and vision led 

to the phenomenal growth of a newly created discipline in India. Other brilliant individuals joined hands including R. 

R. Bahadur, D. Basu, R. C. Bose, S. N. Bose, D. B. Lahiri, S. K. Mitra, K. R. Nair, C. R. Rao, and S. N. Roy (listed 

alphabetically). 

 

          
 

Left: Satyendra Nath Bose (January 1, 1894-February 4, 1974) 

Right: Raj Chandra Bose (June 19, 1901-October 31, 1987)  

 

As regards formation of ISI, PCM recalled (his circular dated 28 March 1958), “Since the formation of ISI 

started and after establishment of ISI as non-profit, non-Government, research institution as Society, the focal point of 

all activities was for building of nation and national causes of this country. In this background work started in 1918 or 

1919. Early projects on rainfall and floods and agricultural field trials from 1923-28; small group working informally 

by 1928 or 1929. ISI established (with the group as working nucleus) in 1931-32 with one part time worker and first 

operating budget of less than Rs. 250/- in 1932-33, Sankhya started in 1933 (and also associated Eka Press), Research 

and training grant from ICAR of Rs. 2500/-, general research grant of Rs. 5000/- in 1936, grants for sample surveys of 

jute crop from 1937; gradual expansion of research, training and sample surveys till 1949. Institution of national 

sample survey (NSS) in 1950. Organisation of Research and Training School in 1951. Active participation in work on 

planning for national development from 1954. Rapid expansion since 1955. Staff of nearly 2000 with budget of Rs. 80 



lakhs in 1957-58. Proposals for recognition of ISI as “Institution of national importance” (since 1953, draft bill of 

University type; draft ISI Bill introduced in Lok Sabha in1956)”. 

It is on record that in 1941 Jawaharlal Nehru had asked for the help of the Institute with PCM at its helm for a 

statistical supplement to the reports on planning prepared by a committee set up by the Indian National Congress. It 

was Nehru, the Prime Minister of India, who sponsored through Lok Sabha and Rajyasabha the Indian Statistical 

Institute Act of 1959 declaring ISI as an “Institute of National Importance by the Parliament of India”. This also 

empowered ISI to award formal degrees in statistics. Nehru inspired PCM in all his national and international 

missions. Earlier, Chou En Lai visited ISI on December 9, 1956 and Ho Chi Min came on February 13, 1958. Those 

visits might have affected the political background of India at its highest level in the years that followed. 

 

 
 

From left: P. C. Mahalanobis, R. A. Fisher 

Extreme right: R. L. Plackett  

 

 Due to PCM’s initiative and involvement, ISI played a key role in formulating India’s second Five-Year 

Economic Plan in the post-independence era. In November 1954, Nehru came to ISI to inaugurate ISI’s undertaking of 

the plan-frame for the Second Five-Year Plan of India. Large-scale surveys were initiated and the National Sample 

Survey (NSS) was created. The National Statistical Service was established and PCM succeeded in obtaining the 

recognition of statistics as a discipline, a separate identity from mathematics, at the Indian Science Congress.  

Meanwhile, Statistical Quality Control Division started forming in 1952 and activities started in 1953 in 

Bombay as a part of the Unit of the Institute. The first computer, HEC-2M, was installed at ISI in 1956. I cannot be 

very sure of this, but possibly this was the first instance of large-scale computer installation in an academic and 

research institution within India. Thereafter, PCM vehemently pushed to install more powerful computers in ISI from 

time to time, but the workers of ISI strongly resisted installation of such computers. While the grass-root movement at 

the time was genuinely motivated by the apprehension of losing their jobs to a computer, the movement itself was 

driven largely by the politics of fear. I was also a party to this at the time.  

Later, I understood that it was wrong for us to oppose PCM’s much larger vision for a greater good.  I 

understand now that whatever PCM decided to do, he was in a class by himself.  

PCM was instrumental in creating a continuous flow of scientific exchanges and visits, particularly with 

U.S.A. and many East European Countries. He created a vigorous statistical infrastructure from one corner to another 

within India at all imaginable levels. He was a true ambassador of statistical science. Many internationally famous 

visitors came to ISI repeatedly and PCM and his wife, Sm. Nirmal Kumari Mahalanobis hosted them all with open 

arms. 

 

PCM’s Research: A Brief Account 
 

First, let me admit that I am not qualified to address PCM’s large domain of research. Hence, it will be unfair 

of me to comment on his research. Perhaps, the best I can hope to do is to superficially touch upon few isolated items 

in layman’s terms for the general readership. 

Apart from numerous accomplishments of national importance, PCM published 5 books and 210 research 

papers. On numerous occasions, he wrote very detailed and substantial circulars and letters professing issues regarding 



utilization of human resources, mankind, development of the country, environment, health, scientific policies of ISI, 

work ethics, scientific freedom and other important matters. If we add these extraordinary items in his bibliography, 

PCM’s list of publications will have well over 1000 items. 

PCM’s early papers on meteorology, anthropology, economic planning, flood control, psychology, 

multivariate analysis, design of experiments and sample surveys are particularly noteworthy. He was interested in all 

aspects of science, including biology, geology, genetics, botany, and speech recognition. He was also a literary figure 

and a literary critic of his time. 

PCM used to refer to statistics as “technology”. This philosophy was his heart’s passion. He welcomed 

scientists from different disciplines to come and join ISI for collaborating research projects using statistics as the key 

technology. In large-scale surveys, PCM pioneered the idea of gathering samples in successive stages to increase 

efficiency. 

PCM received the honors awarded by the Government of India including the title Padmabibhusan. During the 

centennial year 1993, the Government of India issued a postage stamp with PCM’s picture on it. This is how the 

masses of India celebrated statistics and quantitative literacy! 

PCM became President (1950) of the Indian Science Congress. Many other academies from India and all over 

the world bestowed honors upon him, including the Fellowship of the Royal Society, the Foreign Membership of the 

USSR Academy of Sciences, and the Statistical Advisor to the Cabinet of Indian Government since 1949, Gold Medal 

from Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. He received a number of honorary degrees including the Honorary Ph.D. 

degree from the University of Calcutta and the Deshikottama (Honorary D.Litt., 1961) from Viswabharati. 

 

A Humanist at Work 

 

With regard to clarify some general perception about ISI, PCM wrote in a circular (dated 8 October 1951): “In 

order to act as a spearhead in common endeavour for national welfare, the Institute must function as an integral whole 

and not divide itself up into sectional interests or activities … Specialization is necessary and desirable but only as a 

means to the end of serving the purpose of the Institute as a whole …”. On all issues regarding the needs of the 

workers, PCM explained his thoughts for grooming any suggestion concretely. In 1956, the ISI Club along with 

Kalpana Joshi and H. K. Chaturvedi discussed with PCM an urgent need to form a Workers’ Organisation so that the 

workers in ISI could collectively vent their ideas and aspirations to ultimately help the administration to run ISI with 

greater efficiency (Reference: Memorandum issued after discussion with PCM on 24 August 1956). Subsequently, the 

ISI Workers Organisation was formed and soon afterward it became an integral part of the Institute.  
PCM formed Kalyanshree unit in ISI under the patronage of Sm. Nirmal Kumari Mahalanobis to generate 

training and work for women to increase self-esteem by providing some limited financial independence in their lives. 

We see that the modern politicians are yet to pass the “women bill” in the Parliament. In the silver jubilee year of ISI, 

PCM appealed to the workers: “… There should not be a single illiterate worker in the Institute. A regular campaign 

should be started on this occasion to achieve such an end. …” (PCM’s circular dated 20 March 1956). Now, after 60 

years of India’s independence, a genuine concern may be raised as follows: Do the politicians of this country really 

want to see our people fully educated? Perhaps not, and it may be because the “game” of political exploitation of the 

people becomes that much harder when those same people are “educated”. Regardless of any political doctrine, why 

should any political power require that its people be educated because ultimately that can lead to destruction of one’s 

political power-house itself? PCM was a true humanist. The run-of-the-mill politicians are not.  

 

1972: The Year PCM Passed Away 

 

On a number of occasions during PCM’s life-time, attempts were made to split NSS and ISI by the 

Government of India. Obviously, such intended moves were motivated by the politics of the day. Such a split would 

have helped the politicians in power to manipulate both the output and conclusions derived from national surveys to 

cater their vested interests.  

But, because of strong opposition from PCM, the Government could not dare translate its “plan” into “action” 

a number of times. It was only PCM who could publish a report showing who were controlling the country’s monetary 

affairs and its capital and what was the size of this filthy rich group country-wide. According to PCM, any construction 

of a survey design and its implementation followed by appropriate analysis of data and a final report ought to be 

prepared objectively by a scientific institution with an open and independent mind. That way, one could hope to arrive 

at the truth in the interest of future developments in India rather than enriching the vested interests of politicians in 

power. 



Eventually, in May 1972, the Government of India decided to take over the administration of the NSS from the 

hands of ISI. PCM believed that a large number of employees would not opt for the Government service. On the 

contrary, most of the NSS employees and some from the common services opted for the Government service. They felt 

that their jobs would be more secured that way with pension benefits which were not available at the time in ISI. PCM 

was shocked to see this move and he immediately formed a new Unit called the Survey Research Centre. He formed a 

core committee with D. B. Lahiri, Nemai Ghosh, and others hoping to form a new kind of “NSS” in the Institute. 

In June, 1972, Mahalanobis was hospitalized for some surgery. He was recovering well. On June 27, like every 

other day, from his hospital bed he cleared some files and wrote letters. He gave dictations on some policy matters 

regarding the Institute’s affairs and its future. Perhaps he felt that the end was near! This superbly powerful, dynamic 

and productive visionary’s life came to a halt in Calcutta on June 28, exactly one day shy of his 79th birthday.  
 

 
 

Nirmal Kumari and Prasanta Chandra. 

Nursing home, Calcutta, May 24, 1972 
 

 

Post-PCM Era: What Could Have Gone Wrong? 

 

After PCM’s demise, no one from ISI emerged as a unique all-India figure of international repute with a true 

“vision” to put forward a case with the Government strongly enough, scientifically and politically, explaining the 

intricate reasons to bring back or maintain a scaled but effective version of NSS under the umbrella of ISI. After PCM, 

no one from ISI had a comparable academic stature or political power that could come even remotely close to what the 

Government was used to confront in PCM. At the expense of a vacuum of this kind to nurture ISI, it made itself wide 

open for a bad fall. Unfortunately, after demise of PCM, the Survey Research Centre as proposed by PCM did not 

materialize.  

Interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary research and teaching were considered essential for the field of 

statistics to grow for the true good of our society, both at home and abroad, in the 20th century. PCM practiced, 

marketed and implemented that vision vigorously through the model he had built within ISI. To manage this huge 

enterprise, PCM surely faced “Heads” of different programs with their own individual agendas. But, PCM could 

handle them effectively. Rarely, anyone would have had guts to argue with PCM once he had made up his mind about 

an issue on hand. 

PCM had the technical know-how and administrative skill plus his conviction to foster multi-disciplinary 

culture in both research and teaching in ISI. PCM had a big vision for India and he saw the importance of 

interdisciplinary research in the 1930’s. Talk about a genius at work way ahead of his time by nearly 75 years! PCM 

and ISI became too successful whereas the Western world remained astonished at PCM’s rate of all-round success. 

PCM’s global view lost its relevance after he passed away. 

After 1972, in order to continue to bear fruit, the ISI’s structure needed the best bureaucrat who was also an 

internationally recognized and respected scientist. PCM was just the right person to fit the bill at the right time! There 

are some small pockets generating bits and pieces of “hope”: For example, some colleagues in genetics and computer 

science at ISI are now fostering a new horizon called bioinformatics. There may be some other groups working 

diligently. 



There are still some brilliant and hard working scientists in ISI. Their collective leadership may try to place the 

ISI on rail to fulfill the objects of ISI for which it was created under the leadership of PCM. On the contrary, some 

questions were raising again and again why the units like Geology, Bio-Science, LRU etc. should remain in ISI. There 

were super-brilliant scientists on the top after PCM, who unfortunately, were sometimes working on their own behalf 

without big or small views about India. I may also add that the political environment, both in and around ISI, at the 

time did not help in nurturing PCM’s original paradigm in any way. 

My main point is this: Like in all other institutions in India, after PCM”s demise ISI had too many leaders. 

But, there was no genuine leader in ISI, and now too, who would build and shake a system in India as a whole like 

PCM did so elegantly for so long. India seems to have lost the environment to nurture someone like PCM.  

At best, India may hope to breed and nurture mediocre leaders, academic and otherwise, so that the present 

political system’s narrow and inward visions may perpetuate for a long time to come. Our political leaders are not 

visionaries of any kind. Politics aside, the sun has set on visionaries such as Tagore, Nehru or Radhakrishnan. I view 

PCM as their protégé. 

In the last 10-20 years, India has not favored modern and innovative approaches for capital generation suitable 

to nurture big industrial and scientific initiatives. The Western world has progressed tremendously in areas such as 

genetics, biology, computer science, environmental science, engineering, health science, mathematics, physics, 

chemistry, and statistics realizing the importance of interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary research and teaching. 

They have put together a pointed approach and they also spend lots of money on this. One really needs lots of money 

today, lot more than PCM needed in the 1930’s-1970’s to foster basic program in science and technology Now, the 

Indian government is unlikely to award that kind of necessary but very large scale finding to ISI without strict 

governmental interference or micro management.  

Now, the world is fragmented, the families are fragmented, the economies are fragmented, and politics 

certainly controls lives and livelihoods on top of everything else. I hear about globalization in India. It is a pity, but it 

is true that globalization is only a term in the books! One needs someone like PCM to work it to its fullest. But, where 

is my “PCM” in the 21
st
 century? 

Remembering PCM when I close my eyes, I see a straight tall man walking from the north end to the south end 

of the ISI complex, looking at every corner in his way, and loudly speaking: Do not waste water. Switch off the lights 

and fans in empty rooms to save natural resources of this poor country. Plant more trees to get refreshed with the smell 

of greens and flowers. 

 

My Personal Plea 

 

Before I move to something else, I must mention this: PCM’s scientific publications in journals and numerous 

abstracts from his conference presentations all over the globe, especially those presented at the Indian Science 

Congress are well-documented. We must be thankful for A. Mahalanobis’s written biography on “Prasanta Chandra 

Mahalanobis” under national biography series (National Book Trust: New Delhi, 1983). But, his other writings, the 

letters and circulars, were inspirational and necessary for nation building at the time. These are difficult, if not 

impossible, to come by. ISI administration and researchers should form a team to collect-preserve-disseminate such 

material in the archive of ISI to carry out research on the history of the Indian Statistical heritage and its origin. . This 

material should be made available to anyone who may be interested in researching on history of statistics in general.  

This is my personal plea to the esteemed friends and colleagues who are running today’s ISI.  

 

Concluding Comments 

 

Let me conclude by mentioning the name of Kabi Guru Rabindranath Tagore who had a similar stature with 

analogous views of PCM. That’s what brought them together in the first place. But, observe what has happened to 

Viswabharati! We can blame politics or we can blame something else. But, the main pitiful thing is that Tagore is 

absent from this scene. No one at Viswabharati was capable to continue the journey along the path of Tagore’s 

thoughts and visions in any sense after his demise. Why should ISI be any different? After all, history tends to repeat 

itself, unless we all grow up. To tell you the truth, we must.  



 

Three Paintings 
 

Souvik Roy* 

Maastricht University, Netherlands 

 

 

The painter wrote, “I am sending one painting with water on our coffee table (top row: right 

panel) and another one with coffee (top row: left panel). These were derived from my own experiments 

with colors, or the span of colors, inherent when water or coffee was used as a medium! I have two 

different views for the ‘water painting’. Actually, the main idea is to use the shadow effect, that’s why I 

took two photos from two angles. The third painting (second row) shows a very simple sketch of 

‘hands’.”  

He wrote about the water painting, “A painting is a projection of the infinite dimensional colorful 

nature into a finite dimensional space, any number of dimensions work as long as that is more than one”. 

About the coffee painting, he also wrote, “… one always has a brush, a paper, and some colors to paint a 

picture, but what one needs most is to find those and then think!” 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 

*By own admission, the painter refers to himself as a ‘player’ by profession. Others, however, 

call him a game-theorist. He loves and regards mathematics as no less than God.  



Guptipara: The Birth Place of Barowari Pujo 
 

Rangan Datta* 

Freelance Travel Writer and Photographer 

www.rangan-datta.info 

Kolkata, India 

 
 

In 2006 Pluto, the ninth planet of our solar system lost its status of a planet and was demoted to 

the status of a minor planet. Although Pluto lost its status as a planet, it led to the addition of a new word 

in the English vocabulary. In January 2007, a new word “Plutoed” meaning “to demote or devalue 

someone or something” was added to the English dictionary.  

The stories of new words being added to the vocabulary of different languages in the world have 

always been interesting, but probably none of this can match the addition of the word “Borowari” in the 

Bengali vocabulary. “Barowari” means community, and is often used as “Borowari Durga Pujo” to 

signify a community Durga pujo organized by collecting subscriptions from the members. 

The word Borowari originated from Guptipara, in present day Hooghly. In 1761 (1790 according 

some other sources), few men were stopped from taking part in a household Durga puja. Twelve of them 

formed a committee and organized the first Barowari (baro = twelve and yaar = friend) Durga pujo. It was 

reported in the May 1820 issue of The Friends of India magazine, which was published from Srerampore. 

But, sadly there are no concrete evidences of when the word “Barowari” made its entry into the Bengali 

dictionary. 

Guptipara is a great place for Bengal sweet lovers. The most famous of these is the Gupo Sandesh, 

considered by many to be Bangal’s first branded sweet – meat. It is made of channa extracted from cow’s 

milk. Guptipara is also the birthplace of sweet maker Bhola Moira, who was famous not for sweet making 

skills but for his Kabi gaan, folk songs. The famous musical duel of Bhola Moira and the Anglo – Indian 

Antony Firingi, has been made immortal by Uttam Kumar’s movie, Antony Firingi. 

But today the primary attraction of Guptipara is the set of numerous temples. Located in a single 

temple complex,we find the four Vaishnava temples. Chaitanya, Brindabanchandra, Ramchandra and 

Krishnachandra temples together offer an interesting mixture of Bengal’s architectural content in its 

designing of temples. 

These temples were constructed in different periods with Chitanya temple being the oldest one. It 

was built by Bishwar Roy during mid 16
th

 century. Built in jora-bangla style, this temple consists of two 

thatched hut shaped adjoining structures. The temple is said to contain some of Bengal’s earliest terracotta 

carvings but sadly they have not survived the test of time.  

The 60 feet high Brindabanchandra Temple, built in 1810, dominates the temple complex. 

Although the aat–chala (eight sloped roof) temple lacks the terracotta work, it is largely compensated by 

colored fresco on both outer and inner walls. This temple is flanked on the right by Ramchandra Temple 

and on the left by Krishnachandra Temple.  

 

 

*Travelling is Rangan's passion and he lives to travel, but he does not travel to live. A post graduate in 

Business Management from Calcutta University, he skipped campus interview for the love of travelling and 

teaching. He teaches mathematics and statistics at a number of management and IT colleges in Kolkata on a 

freelance basis. Travel has taken him to numerous places including remote corners of the Himalayas, but he is no 

less fascinated by the heritage of Bengal. He is a regular name in the travel columns of leading Indian newspapers.  



Photo 1 shows Brindabanchandra Temple, the tallest temple in the Guptipara temple complex, is 

60 feet high and seen through the arch of the entrance gate. 

 

 
 

Photo 1 

 

The ek-ratna (one–pinnacled) Ramchandra Temple, was constructed in late 18
th

 century by the 

king of Sheraphuli, Harishchandra Roy. It is definitely the most elegant temple within this complex. The 

one storied temple crowned with an octagonal turret contains rich terracotta work on the front and 

southern walls of the ground floor as well as on the walls of the turret. The teracotta work often depicts 

war scenes from Ramayana, royal processions, marine voyages as well as scenes from day-to-day life. 

Photo 2 shows a terracotta plaque depicting a royal procession. 

 

 
 

Photo 2 

 

The Krishnachandra Temple was constructed in 1745 during the rule of Nawab Ali Vardi Khan 

and follows the aat–chala style of architecture. All four temples stand on elevated platforms and are 

connected internally by narrow arched passageways.  

Although Guptipara has the distinction of initiating Bengal’s first Durga pujo, in itself Durga pujo 

utsav does not constitute as Guptipara’s primary festival. When it comes to festivals in Guptipara, the first 

and foremost item that comes into mind is Guptipara’s towering and colorful chariot. Being a Vaishnav 

centre, Ratha Yatra (chariot festival) is the major festivity and prime attraction in this area. Photo 3 

shows a tangle of ropes that lies on the foreground of the nine pinnacled rath, decorated with colourful 

festoons & banners. 

The Bridabamchandra Temple houses the deities Jaganath, Balaram & Subhadra. On the day of 

the Ratha Yatra, the deities are carried out by the towering rath (chariot) to another nearby temple, known 



as Masir Bari, where they are kept and worshipped for 7 days. This period culminates with the journey 

that is retraced by the rath, known as ulto rath, and the deities are brought back to their original place, the 

Brindabanchandra temple. 

 

 
 

Photo 3 
 

The gigantic nine pinnacled rath is decorated with colored festoons and banners and is fitted with 

wooden horses and several wooden statues. The multi wheeled rath is pulled by four thick ropes, out of 

which one is reserved for the women. A rope in the rear serves as the brake.  

One needs to recall that Ratha Yatra is held during the rainy season. Hence, the rath is pulled by 

the thousands of devotees, both men and women, through muddy and slushy ground in a wild rampage. It 

seems like a miracle that the event goes on with the kind of a stampede that follows. But, the whole event 

is heavily monitored by the police who clear the crowd of additional thousands of assembled devotees 

who come to watch in order to make way for the rath.   

The seven day period between the rath yatra and ulto rath yatra is marked with a mela (fair) of a 

gigantic proportion. The mela is complete with merry-go-rounds, magic and circus shows as well as 

makeshift stalls selling everything from house-ware to jewelries to decorative showpieces. 

 

 
 

Photo 4 



Even today, Vishnav singers perform reminding one of the glorious days of Bhola Moira and 

Antony Firingi. Last but not the least happens to be the numerous food stalls selling papad bhaja to hot 

jilipis. Photo 4 shows a sweet maker frying jilipis in one of the numerous stalls during Guptipara’s Rather 

Mela. The age-old fair has also gone through the process of evolution and now-a-days, it includes items 

such as egg rolls and chowmein. These days, egg rolls and chowmein are among the most preferred food 

items while stunt-bike-rides form a new source of entertainment. Photo 5 shows a vaishnav singer 

performing during Guptipara’s rather mela. Photo 6 shows Ratha Yatra with the crowd. 

 

 
Photo 5 

 

Today, Guptipara is a town in the district of Hooghly, West Bengal. Located nearly 75 km away 

from Kolkata, Guptipara takes pride to its own railway station on Bandel–Katwa rail line. It is well 

connected with Howrah, West Bengal. A visit to Guptipara will definitely provide a deep insight into 

Bengal’s rich cultural and social heritage. It would also provide a humbling opportunity to appreciate 

some of the richest terracotta work that has unfortunately been on the list of extinct or nearly extinct art 

forms from Bengal. 

 

 
Photo 6 

 



Figure 1. Left: Pita-ji with her daughters; Right: Author chewing

paan during his first visit to India in 1985

      

         *Professor and scholar of South Asian Religions. Lived in India for a number of years and traveled

         extensively in  the Indian  subcontinent. He speaks, writes, and  reads  in several Indian  languages

         including Bengali and Hindi.   





                

*An engineer by profession. Inspired by his mother, wrote poetry from an early age. In his youth, edited a 

Bengali Little Magazine, Kamellia. Writes poetry to overcome failures and mundaneness of day-to-day life.



              

*An established poet and her work has appeared in leading magazines from Kolkata



      *A professor in the Department of English with specialties in Postcolonial/World Literature in English   

(South Asian Culture/Arts), Literary/Critical Theory (History, Cognitive, Non-Western). Author of  

 highly acclaimed books. Published Rabindranath Tagore: Universality and Tradition. 







       

      

     *An environmental scientist involved in agrochemical research & environmental risk assessment of                 

agrochemicals. Deeply interested in politics, literature, music, movies, sports, writing and thought-                 

provoking adda.       



An Original English Poem with Its Bengali Version

Nitis Mukhopadhyay*

Glastonbury, Connecticut

 

On the pages of previous Durga Puja Souvenir

magazines brought out by BAGH, on some occasions

I have written about pros, cons, and hazards of

translating literary work. Many literary scholars have

expressed similar sentiments.                             

In spite of my limitations, in the past, on

different occasions, I have published translations of

selected poems and songs of Tagore, Jibananada,

Shakti, and others.                                                     

This time, I am experimenting with a different

idea. An English poem of mine (Wake Me Up) was

published in the Best Poems of 1998 (Watermark Press,

p. 306). First, let me share that poem with the readers.

Wake Me Up

If I ever fall asleep please wake me up.

This morning is so special

I cannot  miss one single sparkle of sunlight. 

If I ever fall asleep please wake me up.

I’ll hate to miss the sound of raindrops on my roof.

I may just miss snowflakes dusting the driveway.

If I ever fall asleep please wake me up.

I will not hear the knock on my door

I will keep waiting for the ultimate love   

I will miss that eternal music I long for.

Give me the sunlight raindrops snowflakes and all.

Give me a pen: I want to write the poetry of life.

Give me the voice and hand me a banjo

I want to sing the chorus of living.  

Wake me up, please, before you light the pyre.

Now, I will present a “translation” of this poem

in Bengali. I do not like a word for word translation

because then any intrinsic poetry often gets lost. It does

not matter who the “translator” may be. 

I will try to preserve the sentiment expressed in

this poem  by transforming it  into a Bengali  poem. I

may hope to accomplish  approximately that much.

Please bear with me.

*His dream is to become a good writer



               

*A professor of economics at the

University of Connecticut-Storrs and

a wonderful literary figure. He has

published in Desh patrika.

The artist, Kumarjit Saha, hails from Hooghly

Mohsin College, Chinsurah, India

              From editor’s collection: Artist unknown 



Is Separation from a Batterer the Same  

As Other Separations? 
 

Patricia H. Aust* 

 

In this brief article, I discuss the effect of domestic violence on children and the family as I 

understand it. It is so important to get the word out that there is help out there for this big problem. 

 

1. SEPARATION 

 

When I go on vacation, I leave behind my family, friends, neighbors, volunteer work, computer, and 

career. It is not a painful separation because it's temporary and I expect it to be fun and educational. 

Many separations are not temporary or fun, but if those near us provide support, love, and concern, 

they are at least a little easier. Separating from a batterer is similar to separations such as divorce, death, or 

moving far away C with one big difference: this kind of separation may be lifesaving in every sense of the 

word.  

Unfortunately, it may also involve a real threat to the well-being of the woman and kids who 

escape. Safety may become non-existent if the batterer stalks them, learns their new address, or knows 

where they work. Their income may drop to zero. Their personal living space may shrink to one room and 

they may lose everything, including their pets, because they are afraid to return home to claim their 

property. 

Emotional separation from the batterer is extremely hard. Initially, a woman might hope the partner 

she once loved will change so she can return to him. Sometimes she questions why she stayed with him as 

long as she did and becomes very depressed. Her feelings are often intensely ambivalent and confusing as 

she is pressured by friends or family to “think of the children” and return home. 

During this awful adjustment, she must deal with her children’s sadness, anger, confusion and 

sometimes blame for their huge change in lifestyle. Severe doubt about her ability to make it alone, 

especially if she has few job skills or inadequate education, may terrify her and slow her journey toward 

independence.  

Many battered women do not survive this complicated, frightening separation with its court 

appearances, paperwork, support groups, job search, new schools for the kids, and the need to sever 

significant relationships and activities.  

Some return home, believing this brief separation has changed their partner or that they are now 

better equipped to survive his assaults. Sometimes they return because of practical considerations like job 

responsibilities, finishing school themselves or to allow an older child to graduate from his own high 

school. 

The women who stay in the shelter despite these problems, change the most. As they succeed in 

different ways despite the batterer's brainwashing about their incompetence, they struggle with separation 

less and less and work toward building a new life more and more.  

 

 

 
*Patricia Aust is a clinical social worker with more than 30 years’ experience and author of several social work 

journal articles re: child treatment and foster care and two children’s novels. She volunteers at a Connecticut 

domestic violence shelter where she provides counseling for children from 4-16. Her current manuscript (to be 

published) is for young adults, set in a domestic violence shelter and includes the growing problem of dating 

violence. Visit http://bit.ly/ruralwriter to see “SEPARATION” on “Writing Down the Shelter”.  

 



This is a monumental task. They must suppress every “easy way out” and plausible excuses that 

provide comfort if they are to completely separate from the batterer and their old selves. Some accomplish 

this the first time they leave. Some must make several attempts. Some never get away from the abuser, 

especially emotionally. 

Nonetheless, they are all heroes to me. I have not walked in their shoes but I can appreciate their 

aching feet and admire their search for a better fit. 

 

2. FAULT LINES 

 

Sometimes in my small groups for kids at the shelter, we read a couple pages from a book about 

family violence. Then we talk about the issues on these pages. Recently, a character in the story asked, 

“Mom and Dad fight so much. Is it my fault?” 

“What do you think?” I asked a group of six kids aged 6-11. “If the grownups in your house fight, is 

it your fault?” One kid shrugged. Two said “NO!” The rest stared at me or the floor. 

I asked the kids who said “NO!” why parents fighting is not their fault. One said, “Because it is 

their fight” and the other said, “Because I did not do anything wrong.” I agreed with them, but other kids 

did not look convinced. “Okay,” I said, “What if you fight with a friend. Is that your mom’s fault?” 

A couple more kids shook their heads “No,” and I agreed and explained why. 

Then I asked, “What should you do if your parents fight?” More than one child said, “Stay out of 

it,” showing they had heard the message in the shelter Safety groups. 

“Not me. I tell them to stop!” one child blurted. “Do they?” I asked. He nodded, “Sometimes.” “So 

it is your job to help grownups do the right thing?” I asked. He nodded again and I smiled. “Oh, I get it. 

You are a social worker or a priest or a psychiatrist, right?” 

 

 

 

He laughed and said, “No!” The other kids laughed with him and jeered at the idea that he was a 

counselor. After more discussion, most of the group seemed to understand that parents had to work out 

their own problems and if they could not, or things got out control, kids should hide, ask a neighbor for 

help, or call 911. 

One child pursed her lips, looked angry, and refused to share her feelings. 

She is one of the ones I worry most about. She is afraid to talk, maybe even afraid to believe parents 

should take care of her, not vice versa. She understands fault lines and they all point to her. 

I hope she will keep coming to group because most of the other kids have been where she is now. 

Though they are still confused at times, they believe or want to believe the competing ideas about family 

life, love, and responsibility that I suggest.  

I want her to listen to the other kids. They can teach her a lot about confusion, ambivalence, and 

fear. And about courage.  

That is what they have taught me.  

  

3. BIRTH 

 

Today, I celebrate the birth of my niece’s first child: a boy with a gentle father who loves his wife 

and all children and shows it. A mother who makes choices of her own, shares some with her husband, 



compromises or gives in on others, and like all of us, deals with the unwelcome choices that life throws her 

way.  

This couple is not perfect and they surely have had and will have significant disagreements, as all 

couples do. 

At the domestic violence (DV) shelter where I volunteer, we have had many newborn (under three 

months) babies in residence. We have even had one baby born (in a hospital) while his mother was in 

residence. 

What we do not have, as far as I know, are babies and children born into a family like my niece’s. 

We are more likely to have women whose choices are extremely limited by her abuser. Normal choices like 

how many children they will have, how they will spend their income (including hers if she works), how she 

dresses, where she goes, whom she talks to or turns to for support, how they discipline the children, what 

food she serves and eats, if she should stay with him or not C these are, according to the batterer, HIS 

choices, not hers. 

The birth of a child always brings with it many different feelings, stresses, and responsibilities. 

But birth should not bring fear about whether a woman can protect herself and her children from 

someone who offers only one choice: immediate, unquestioning compliance with his cruel, controlling, 

abusive behavior. Someone who does not care how this affects others, including his own or her children. 

Someone who does not deserve the freedom he withholds from the woman he says he loves. 

Birth should not be a prison. 

A prison is for those who break the law C like the partners of emotionally or physically battered 

women.  

 

4. STORMS 

 

We were threatened with hurricane Earl this past week. Luckily, it fizzled, providing little more 

than rain on Friday followed by two lovely, breezy days. I put away my storm supplies with relief and 

hoped we'd get lucky during future storms. 

The domestic violence shelter where I volunteer has plenty of storms C most internal. 

The initial depression and anxiety shown by most women when they arrive at the shelter eventually 

turns to anger.  

Anger is something a victim of DV holds inside because showing anger in her own home usually 

leads to violent “storms” inflicted by the abuser, to considerable fear C both her own and her children’s, 

and often ends in injury and pain. 

Once the abuser has dispersed his cruelty and control in a major way, he may apologize, feel or 

appear to feel guilty, make amends with more normal behavior, even loosen the reins. 

Unfortunately, like fall weather on the East coast, there is always another hurricane forming, 

another “eye” of the hurricane, followed by another storm. Inside each victim’s head (victims including 

children and other family members), the peaceful “eye” of the hurricane is not to be trusted.  

They have learned how misleading, full of portend, and fickle the “good behavior” is, since it is 

usually temporary and followed by worsening abuse and loss. 

Can you imagine what it is like to live inside a hurricane? 

Can you imagine what it teaches children unable to escape the storm? 

 

5. CROWDED 

 

Everyone feels crowded sometimes. Years ago, I started out writing in the kitchen with an old 

typewriter. Then it was one end of the dining room table for a few hours on Sunday. Now I have my own 

home office. It is 8x10, but it has a door I can shut and it is all mine.  

The DV shelter where I volunteer is filled up. All useable space is being used C often for more than 

one purpose. Sometimes we compete for what space is available. Sometimes we accept and do the best we 

can under the circumstances. 



The women and the kids in the shelter come from all kinds of living situations--apartments, condos, 

houses, shared space. Some were crowded, some were not, physically. 

There are ways other than physical, however, that they were crowded before they arrived at the 

shelter. Their feelings were pushed aside, by them or the abuser. Their personal space was invaded by 

abusers who stood too close, yelled too loud, restricted their movement, their activities, and even their 

thoughts. Their assertiveness was demolished by physical and psychological pain. Ditto their self-esteem. 

Their motivation was crushed because it was not allowed. 

Now that they live at a DV shelter, they still feel crowded, but they have options. They can move to 

a different couch, room, activity. They can ignore demands or insults. They can ask for help. They can join 

others to make changes at the shelter or in their lives.  

There are many kinds of crowding. The worst kind has more to do with freedom than space.  

 

6. THE EMPTY SPOT AT THE TABLE 

 

One night a week I set up my space at the domestic violence shelter where I provide small group 

counseling and therapeutic play for kids from 3-16. Then I have dinner with some of the residents, followed 

by my taking their children to this space for group before the “outside” kids and women come in for theirs. 

One child, “Jesse”, his mother, and sibs stayed at the shelter an unusually long time. After he had 

taken part in a few groups with me, he started to sit next to me at dinner. He would be very charming as he 

told me about his week, showed me new toys, and expected my complete attention and approval. 

This was fine unless another child sat down near or next to me while he was there. In that case, he 

escalated his “stories” and demanded my attention by raising his voice, grabbing my sleeve or doubling the 

charm. I would remind him he was not the only child in the shelter and that I liked all the children. 

He would sulk or leave the table, apparently hoping I would change my mind and send the other 

child away. In group, however, he soon acted more appropriate and “shared” me quite easily. 

Unfortunately, I learned from another mother and at dinner each week that Jesse's improvements in 

group did not carry over to daily life in the shelter. The other mother revealed that Jesse was often 

aggressive toward her child, but Jesse’s mother did not think his behavior needed correction. She ignored 

complaints or laughed off his aggression as typical male behavior.  

Why so different points of view? Think of your marriage or any significant relationship in regard to 

bringing up children. Do you both agree on what behaviors require limits/discipline and what can be 

ignored? Do you fear disagreeing with your partner or going against his/her wishes? Do you disregard your 

partner's wishes? 

This is not a problem only in a domestic violence situation. It is a common, almost universal 

problem when raising children. The two people in charge need to agree and cooperate concerning their 

children’s needs, struggles, and behavior. 

Some people can do this without a huge power struggle; others can after counseling and some 

couples never agree on “appropriate” discipline. 

In a domestic violence situation, however, power is mainly what the abuser is about. Some victims 

develop post traumatic stress syndrome as a result of sustained abuse and once they leave the abuser, may 

develop the dangerous belief that now they are in charge, there will be no violence of any kind visited on 

their kids ever again. 

The problem is, the victim often confuses discipline (which means “teaching”) with violence or 

cruelty, leaving her unable to provide the appropriate limits and consequences children need every bit as 

much as they need encouragement and support. 

“Jesse” and his family have left the shelter. I miss him but worry about his superficial charm, 

manipulative skills, and lack of regard for others. I wonder how long it will take his mother to realize she is 

already under his control in ways similar to those of the abuser she has escaped. I wonder how long it will 

take Jesse to figure it out.  



          
*Has been practicing ophthalmology in Manchester for more than ten years. Completed internship and     

residency in ophthalmology at Brown and a fellowship in Cornea and Refractive surgery at Mayo Clinic. 

His diverse interests include philosophy and religion, the arts, and athletic activities.





Collage  4 

 

(1) 

 

(2) 

 

(3) 

(1) Puja continues; (2) Aparna Das reciting; (3) 

Bengali drama during BAGH’s 2009 Durga puja 

festival, Saturday, October 3. 

 

 

 

(4) 

 

(5) 

 

(6) 

(4) Mayuri Ray singing and (5) Dancing continued 

on the floor as she sang on Saturday, October 3.  

(6) Ujjaini singing on Sunday, October 4. 

BAGH’s 2009 Durga puja festival.  



 

 

Out of Place 
 

Nilanjan Bhowmick* 

Storrs, Connecticut 

 

I have never understood what I am supposed to do with myself during the Pujas. They are four 

days of a year that throw me off. I don’t mind the weather. The summer begins to slip away. The java 

phool
1
 blooms as never before. But the incessant flow of relatives, the roving crowds, shrill recitations 

into whining microphones of long poems of Tagore, the dull magazines published with advertisements 

from never-heard-of cement factories and bread makers, the sudden efflorescence of pent-up culture, all 

these make me feel a bit out of place.     

And my mother’s complaints increase exponentially. As she leaves, with a neighbor, for the 

nearby Kali Bari
2
, she will say, as she rummages her purse for a last minute check about inconsequential 

things in it, “Look at my son. He is hiding inside. He is a shame, a sociopath. He never talks to anybody, 

does not want to go anywhere, only reads, reads and reads. He always has an excuse to stay back home.  

He didn’t even go to Shamit’s wedding. It is as if they teach him nothing at school; he has to read 

everything at home. He often cuts school. When this fellow grows up, who is going to marry him? God 

knows what job he will get? Who wants to employ a tongue tied book reader? I don’t know what to do 

with him. And he reads all this garbage. You know literature, philosophy, that kind of thing. Who wants 

to read all this rubbish now, in this age? Today is the time for management, economics, engineering …” 

Her voice trails away in the distance. 

My father disappears for good for those four days. He sinks himself into the Pujas like people 

take a bath in the Ganges at Benares. He leaves early and comes back only at night, once, just to grab a 

cup of tea, and then he leaves again, religious merit slumped over him like a sack of jaggery. I have 

never understood what he does during that period. It must be important. My father likes importance.   

And then there is Shyam Bannerji, my childhood friend. He will come bursting in, his hair 

properly oiled, wearing clothes appropriately purchased from some up market locale in Calcutta.   

Hey, aren’t you going to the Kali Bari? Kalibari-te jabe na? 

“I could but I don’t feel like it.”  

“Oh, come on.”  

“You run along. I will catch you there.” 

Shyam Bannerji always believes me and rushes off. He never complains if I don’t show up. 

 

                   

*Ph.D. student in Philosophy. Writes fiction. Interested in Linguistics, History, and Economics. 
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 Hibiscus rosa-sinensis, a flower that is popular as an offering during prayer to the Goddess Durga during the Pujas 

2
 The word refers to a temple complex devoted to the Goddess Kali.  The word Bari simply means house/home 



 

 

On one such occasion, with the Pujas in full swing - it is the second day, a day bhog will be 

prepared - I turn to a creaking cassette player and play Ali Akbar’s Ramdasi Malhar. The day passes. 

There is no one at home. I flip one raga after another. There is Mallikarjun Mansur, Bhimsen Joshi, 

Amir Khan, Ravi Shankar, Rashid Khan, but I tire of listening to all this.  I play Bob Dylan’s Series of 

Dreams for a while, repeating the song a number of times. Bored, I decide to walk out. The garden looks 

sun-bleached. The garden gate is rusting, with barbed wire clogging it like a parasitic vine. My mother 

has put that up, to keep the world out, as she says.     

I walk the streets, slowly, sometimes counting my steps. I touch the electric poles that I pass. The 

moment I see someone remotely familiar, I step away into a side road. I see a park with a pandal spread 

out, its sides flapping like a bored elephant’s ear. People are milling around.  Lines are being formed.  

There is a loud, harsh announcement. The second round of bhog
3
 is going to start and people should get 

ready for it in an orderly fashion. The loudspeaker coughs and splutters. One can hear a number of 

consulting voices.    

I hear the sound of a flute being played. It isn’t a familiar tune. It is sweet and refreshing though, 

like the sound of water flowing in an unknown forest. I trace the sound to a man selling wooden flutes 

near the pandal. He is accompanied by a young girl, possibly his daughter. Sometimes he haggles with 

customers, mostly bored children who have got away from their parents. They don’t buy anything. He 

has a pile of flutes, made of wood, of various sizes. They are decked out in nice colors, blue, green, 

white. Some of the flutes have two colors on them. I guess that he is not selling well. Occasionally, the 

man plays the flute, and again he plays an unfamiliar tune, haunting in its quality. I walk over. 

“How much is one?”  

“20 rupees” he says. Kuri taka. “But I am selling them at a discount, just for 10 rupees.”   

I pick up one and try to play it. A silly sound emerges. The man’s expression does not change.    

“How does one play as well as you?” I ask him. 

“We make it, babu
4
. It is natural to us.” 

I hand back the flute, picking another. 

“What is your name?” 

“Anandagopal” 

“And her” 

He smiles and pats her head. “Jhumpa. She does not speak.” Jhumpa looks up and smiles. She is 

a small child, maybe 7 or 8 years old. 

“You should go in and eat.” 

“We tried. It’s hard. There are too many people around. Long lines. I get some food, anyway”   

I pick one flute after some indecision. It has a nice hollow sound to it. I think I will give it to 

Shyam Bannerji. He is learning to play the flute.   

I am able to locate Shyam at one of the pandals. He is sitting on a plastic chair, spent out, like he 

has just finished swimming the English Channel. I hand him the flute.  

“Nice color,” he says. 

“Cha Khabe? Want to have tea?” 

He thinks for a while as if the question has some metaphysical content in it. 

“Ok, let’s go.” 
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 A delicious food cooked as an offering to the Goddess   

4
 A term used (here) as a mark of deference 



 

 

At night, my father brings an aluminum bucket full of bhog, and another one of payesh
5
. I tell 

him that I have had dinner with Shyam. I have some of the payesh, for the sake of pleasing him. 

The next day I find Jhumpa and her father at a different spot. I am thinking of buying another 

flute. Maybe I can get it cheaper. I can keep it for myself. Anandagopal plays the flute in short bursts.  

His flute is really good, for the sound is much clearer than the rest of the collection he has. He spots me. 

“I hope the flute is working well,” he says. 

“Yes,” I said. “I returned for one more.” 

Jhumpa is looking away. She is twisting an empty plastic packet in her hands. Her eyes look 

distant. She is looking at children playing at a small merry go round.   

There is a stew of people inside the pandal. Another day of bhog. Three batches can be fed 

today. The cooks are busy. The air is fragrant with incense. A tiresome recitation of a poem is on. 

I look at the flutes more seriously. Some are thin, some rounder. I weigh them, one by one. I 

can’t come to a decision. 

“Can you pick one for me?” I said, looking up. 

“Sure,” he said. 

Instead of checking the pile in front of him, Anandagopal turns around and puts his hand in a 

cloth bag. He takes out a flute, light blue in color. 

“Eta dekhun” he said. “Take a look at this one.”  

I wasn’t sure whether to like it or not. But I liked the color. I requested him to play some tune on 

it. He did so and again, it was not a familiar tune but the sound was clear as a church bell. 

I bought the flute and said, “You should have bhog today. There won’t be any tomorrow.” 

He patted his daughter’s head and said, “We come from far. It takes us two hours to get here. We 

take a train. My daughter clamors to be with me. That is why I bring her. But she will be bewildered 

inside. Too many people. Moreover, our clothes aren’t any good. We have to sit in a corner and eat, as if 

we are beggars. You never know, we might get chased away. I was once, at another place. They wanted 

us to eat at the end, after everyone had. I didn’t. Jhumpa would have been too hungry by then. We ate 

the food we had. It is not for us to have Durga’s blessing. Not always.” 

I wished him well and sauntered inside the pandal. I looked at some good paintings drawn by 

some 6 year old – a hill, sun peeping through, a hut, a tree, all that the boy had probably never seen 

together. I wondered whether that is why he could draw it. I slipped out homewards after I saw my 

mother coming in with an aunt of mine. 

Next day, I got an empty lunch box I had not used in a while, cleaned it out, packed it with what 

we had left over from the payesh and the khichuri
6
, and went in search of Anandagopal and Jhumpa. The 

pandal was being taken apart. The statues had already been taken to the river. My father had gone in the 

morning. My mother was asleep, exhausted after three days of intense socializing and lamenting her lot 

in life. My aunt, who had decided to stay overnight, was frowning at an old copy of The Statesman. 

I searched hard for the flute seller. He wasn’t there, of course. It was the last day of festivities.  

Things were winding up. He must be in his village, taking rest after three days of sitting out in the sun. I 

didn’t give up easily though. I asked around in a nearby market, and went to other pandals in other 

colonies. No luck. I even took a bus and went over to the railway station to see if I could find them 

                                                           
5
 A preparation of milk and rice, which is sweetened 

6
 The term refers to a preparation of rice with pulses and potatoes, laced with clarified butter 



 

 

there. But it would be like looking for Moby Dick in the Indian Ocean. It was all useless and about four 

or five hours later Shyam Bannerji caught hold of me alighting from a bus on a dusty street near home. 

“Hey, where the hell have you been?” 

“Why? What happened?” I said, hiding the lunch box. 

“Ma is at your home. She has some special sweets. They have come all the way from Rajasthan. 

They are real good.  I was sent off to look for you.” 

I walked along with Shyam Bannerji.   

“How’s the flute coming along?” I asked. 

He said it was quite ok, too rough in its make but it produced a good sound if worked on for a 

while. 

As we walked to my home, I discreetly dropped the lunch box at a dump. The food must have 

rotted inside anyway. 

The sweets at home were really tasty. 

Life had returned to normal after the Pujas and I remembered the tunes of Anandagopal for quite 

some time till they faded away from memory. 

Just the last day, a few years down the line, another Puja day, when I was feeling out of place 

again, I unearthed the flute while looking for a book that I needed to return to the library.   

I hadn’t played it at all. 
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*An established literary figure who has written extensively in prestigious magazines 

published both in and around Kolkata. He is an acclaimed poet and has published in several 

languages including Bengali and Hindi. The readers will find a validation of that sentiment in the 

pages of BAGH’s Durga Puja magazine 2009. He has a very soft touch of humor.   
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mAØTArmSAHEdr inEy gÒ 
 

nItIS muEKApA}YAy* 
gÔYAønEbrI kAEniTkAT 

 

mAØTArmSAHEdr inEy o tÂEdr ib>Ey aAmAr injü o ESAnA ikCu ECAETA ECAETA gÒ blAr ElAv 
hEµC| ateb Epn }rA| Fuir, Epn }rA ny, bAQlA fE¾T kiÇpwTAr }rA| 

mAØTArmSAHEdr jgqTA t’ ibSAl, EsKAEn mjAr mjAr gÒ eEkbAEr [AsA| aAmAr iptªEdb pA#Ar 
ibinpysAr mAØTArmSAH iCEln, aAmAr SÆörmSAH a}YApk iCEln, aAmAr ek dAdA a}YApk, itin irTAyADÑ| 
aAimo 34-35 bCr p#AiµC, bys t’ aAr kmEC nA! tA sEtYo mAØTArmSAHEdr inEy ElKAr nYAJY 
ai}kAErr kFA Ekw Jid EtAEln, t’ aAEgvAEgH ik¾tu jAinEy rAKiC EJ EsTA aAmAr pRAy j¸mgt EgAECr 
ai}kArH blEt pAErn| JÂEdr inEy eH gÒ…il f̂AdA, t̂AEdr mE}Y aEnEkH gt hEyECn| ateb aAmAr 
pF aApAtt: mEn hEµC pRAy pir×kAr o ibpdmu™| prm SRÜAvEr, EsH mAØTArmSAH-EgAùI inEy ikCu gÒ 
ESAnAH| 

 
iptªEdEbr gÒiptªEdEbr gÒiptªEdEbr gÒiptªEdEbr gÒ    (k)(k)(k)(k) 

aAim tKn KuwbH ECAT| tEb aAim icrkAlH ekTu pAkA, mAEn ekTu eĉE# pAkA, erkm bdnAm 
EsH ECA–EblA EFEkH aAmAr aAEC| cirEœr býib} EdAE>r mE}YH eH pAkAimr avYAs adYAbi} EzEr 
EflEt pAirin| 

ek sÛAnIy bYAbsAiy mhASy aAmAEdr biÙtEt eEln iptªEdEbr sAEF EdKA krEt| t̂Ar ECEl 
mYAiTREk itn itnbAr Efl| dUr EFEk aAkAr-Hi‰Et EbAzA Egl EJ ECEliTr ibbAEhr sðå aAsEt ör¦ 
kErEC, mYAiTREk Efl ECEl, tAHEt EsH aFÑsÇpæ bYAbsAiyr mAn eH JAy EsH JAy|  

rb tuElEC duøu ElAEkrAo| p<iFbIEt Etmn-Etmn duøu ElAEkr kKEnAoH avAb hy nA! gRI×m-b>ÑA-
Srq-Ehm¾t-SIt-bs¾t, sb isjÚEnH EJmn aAgACA j¾mAy, aAr j¾mAy mAEn blA EnH koyA EnH Jœtœ| 
mYAiTREk itnbAr Efl krA pAœ, tAH EkAEnA pAœIpxH JEFø TAkA ]AlEto t’ nArAj| eH du:sQbAd riT 
Egl }IEr| 

EsHidn såYAy önlAm, iptªEdb aAmAr mAtªEdbIEk blECn, “ek gylA tAr bAsurÚ lHyA aAHisl”| 
aAim buzlAm| mAtªEdbIo inÿy buEziCEln, nHEl aAmAr }ArNA EJ itin DAnhAEt aAmAr b̂A kAniT }Er 
ErEK aAmAr sAEF muEKAmuiK aAElAcnAy bsEtn i[k|  

JAH EhAk, bAbAr pAõAy p#l EsH JAEk bEl aAkAT mUKÑ ECEliT| kFA aAEC nA kpAElr nAm 
EgApAl! pErridn ECEliT p#Et eEsEC| iptªEdb ijE@s krEln, “JYAimit JAn?”  

ECEliT blElA, “ĥYA, sYAr”| aAim t’ bAHEr EFEk öniC aAr k̂ApiC| JtH Es jYAimit jAnuk nA 
Ekn, ECEliTr sAEF sAEF “ĥYA” blATA b— du:sAhEsr ebQ k̂AcA kAj hEy Egl| 

 

*A professor of statistics at the University of Connecticut-Storrs 



 

iptªEdEbr glA, “i[k aAEs, JYAimit Jhn JAnH, ýin Edih b<š kAEr ky”| 
bAHEr EFEk aAmAr wdgRIb kAEn opAr EFEk EvEs el aAmÚtA aAmÚtA wšr, “e kAkÑl Hj e 

EPln fAHjAr”|  
iptªEdEbr ýQkAr önlAm, “EbTAy tuH kI kHil?” aAim EkÊp wE[ ekTu ipiCEy EglAm| ipiCEy 

EJEt EJEtH aAbAr kAEn el, “e kAkÑl Hj e EPln fAHjAr”|   
aAim 4-5 bCr bys EFEk HwikÓD er jYAimit iSKiC iptªEdEbr kAECH, eEkbAEr t̂Ar hAEt g#A| 

tEb ‘ESKA’ aAr ‘jAnA’, d’uEyr mE}Y být fArAk icrkAl bhmAn| tAH buzEtH pAriC EJ ebAEr ECEliTr 
aAr inØtAr EnH| aAim vAbiC, “eH sArÚEs”| sAEFsAEF kAEn el, “fTAsÚ”| tArpro pun: pun: SuniC, 
“fTAsÚ, fTAsÚ, fTAsÚ”|  

aFÑAq iknA EbœAGAEtr GnGn Së| aAim inEjH kÂpiC aAmAr kpAEl kIH bA ElKA aAEC Ek jAEn 
eH duiÿ¾tAy| aAbhAoyAr pUbÑAvAEsr aAEg inÇncAEpr h[Aq idk-pirbtÑn hEt pAEr vAbEl EJmn ekTA 
aüiØt hy, aEnkTA Etmn| aAim Kub nAvÑAs, mEn mEn EkblH vAbiC EJ Jtdur mEn pE# oKAEn t’ 
ECEliTr blAr kFA iCElA, “A circle is a plane figure”| inEjr ip[KAnA mucE# w[l aAsæ ibpEdr 
aAS´kAy, aAim tKn ElApAT hAoyA| 

blA bAýlYmAœ EJ EsH ECEliTr mYAiTREk pAS aAr hyin, tEb öEniC Eb±-ECEl-EmEy sh Es Kub 
vAElAH aAEC| Es aAbAr dAduo hEy EgEC öniC|  

blAH bAýlY EJ t̂Ar dAdu hoyAr ipCEn tÂr injü abdAn ik¾tu Kub km| tAH abA¾tr mEn hElo 
eH drkAir tFYTA eHKAEn pA#lAm eH EvEb EJ \ ECEliTr injü …NA…N ibcAr krEt igEy aApnArA 
EJn aJFA vul kEr aFbA ýjuEgr bES tAEk ibSAl ekTA mAkÑ aAr aAmAy aÒ mAkÑ idEy nA bEsn| Jt 
dAdu-iddA EdiK, sbAH EbS ekTA gdgdvAb, ibESJt eH dugÑApUjAr smy| dAdu-iddAEdr eH ekTA akArN 
gdgd vAb ic¾tAibd ihsAEb aAmAy pRAy:sH vAbAy| aAmAr kFATAo ekTu vAbEbn| ekTu abA¾tr mEn 
hElo kFATAr gvIrtA t’ aAmAr mEn hy pRSÂAtIt|     

 
iptªEdEbriptªEdEbriptªEdEbriptªEdEbr    gÒgÒgÒgÒ    (K)(K)(K)(K) 

aAmAr ECA#idr sAEF hyt ekTu bAHEr JAiµC, GErr Evtr EFEk iptªEdEbr aAEdS el, “EKAkA, 
kEykTA ickN Ebt aAins Er, eH sAgÚl…lAn aAEs, GErr sb kyiT EbtH EdiK vA‰A”| 

aAmAEdr biÙtr inkETH mA}b EGA> Eln-e mØt ekTA EbEtr EgADAwn| EsKAEn EbEtr zuir, bAX 
HtYAid bAnAEnA EhAEtA| EsH EgADAwn er bAHEr EbS fnÚfEn flAoyAlA aEnk Ebt D̂AH kEr EflA 
FAkt| EfrAr pEF EbEC EbEC EbS kEykTA ickN Ebt inEy nAcEt-nAcEt GEr ]uEkiC| aEnYrA Ebt KAEb, 
ek}rEnr EbAkAim aAr pRitihQsA bst: tKnkAr mEtA aAim EbS aAnE¾d o gEbÑ aAµCæ| EsH aAµCæ 
EGAErr mE}Y ttxEN aAim EnQiT Hd̂uErr mtn zApAzAipo ör¦ kEr idEyiC| aAim aAr kI tKn jAin! 
eKn EJmn aAmAr @An EbS TgÚbgÚ kEr wpÚEc p#EC, tKn t’ aAr etTA @An-gimY iCElA nA| aAr 
iCElA nA, tAHbA bliC Ekn, hyt iCl, jAntAm nA| 

JAH EhAk, iptªEdEbr kãür, “EKAkA, Ebt inyA aAHssÚ? Edih EkmnTA Ebt aAnssÚ”| iptªEdEbr 
muEKr hAvvAb EdEK mEn EhAElA EJn EbEtr …µC EdEK tKnkAr mEtA itin mhA KuiS| aApAtt: aAim pAS, 
eHTukU buzlAm|  

 



 
iptªEdb ekgAl EhEs blEln, “drjAr ipsEn ahn rAHKYA dAo”| wproyAlA hAsiCEln, aAim 

EbyAkub, EKlEtH bYÙt, önEt pAHin| 
kKn EJn aAmAr zApAzAipr mAœA EbS EbE# igEyiCl, aAim kI aAr jAin! ES>rxA hyin| aAmAr 

inEjr hAEt JtÃvEr EbEC-EbEC aAnA ekKAnA EbS igT̂oyAlA ickN Ebt aAmArH ipE[ p#l, aAim ö}u 
önEt EplAm, “fTAsÚ”|  

pAlAbAr pF pAHin| aAEgH bEliC nA, kpAl| inEjr opEr i}Å°Ar jAnAEt igEy htASA, htASA 
g#AElA dubÑltAy, aAr EsH mAnisk dubÑltArH flsRuit ihEsEb mEn p#ElA burÚbkÚ hEl emnTAH hy| 
erkm aAsl sArkFA aAmAr pRAyH mEn pE#, ik¾tu z#zÎA sb EkET JAbAr pr| sbAH bEl aAmAr 
eHTAH nA ik sbEcEy b# pREbÓm, brAbr| aAmAr ik¾tu anY }ArNA| DA™ArbAburA, aAmAy mAfÚ krEbn| 

    
SÆSÆSÆSÆöööörmSAHrmSAHrmSAHrmSAHEyEyEyEyr gÒr gÒr gÒr gÒ 

aAmAr SÆörmSAH iCEln vA>Aibd, kib, pRAbiåk, JAEk bEl eE°bAEr ifTfAT| bAbAr ekTA bAMlA 
TAHprAHTAr iCl| win EsTAEt ikCu TAHp krECn| pRcä dRut TAHp krEtn, bYbhAr krEtn DAn aAr b̂A 
hAEtr ekKAnA kEr aAMul, bYs| du’hAEtr anY aATKAnA aAMuul JAEk bEl eEkbAErH apREyAjnIy! JAH 
EhAk, aAim EmEzEt bEs bH p#iC, h[Aq öin EbS incu glAy “dusÚ SAlA”|  

bAbAr EcyAErr EpCEn igEy d̂A#AEt bYApArTA buzlAm| aEnkxn JAbq win EcøA krECn “dirdR” 
kFAiT TAHp krEt| kFAiT aAEg hAjArbAr TAHp kErECn inÿyH, aAj aAr i[k hEµCnA| bElnA, kpAl! 
¯}EJÑr b̂A} EvE‰EC, b̂A} EsE}EC \ ES> d-er nIEc ekTuKAin tuµC r-flA|  

ikCuEtH \ r-flAr dAg aAr d-er dAg eksAEF imlEC nA| SÆörmSAH emnTA aAEg imilEyECn 
hAjArbAr, aAj \ Jq sAmAnY r-flAr dAg aAr d-er dAg ekTu aAEg-ipEC ikQbA ekTu opEr-nIEc hEy 
JAEµC bArbAr| aAj anY jmAnA, pAiTÑ bdl| 

TAHprAHTAErr zAEmlAy aAsæ cAEyr rAwEÄr aAEg pJŅ̃ t Esidn dAirdRY aAmAEdr k̂uE#k̂uE# EKElA| 
    

prIxAr flAflprIxAr flAflprIxAr flAflprIxAr flAfl 
1950-55 sAl EFEkH nAmI ebQ rASvArI a}YApk, rAj cß EbAs, eEdES cYAEpl ihl-e| 1960-

65r gÒ| itin kÓAEs prIxA idEyECn| duidn bAEd EgRDsh prIxAr KAtA Efrt idEln| sbEcEy vAl 
CAœiT, EsAEmS dAS…ç, t̂Ar prIxAr KAtA Efrq EpEy ekTu abAk hEln| bEl rAiK EJ aAmAEdr 
EsAEmSdA aAmAr EFEk aEnkTAH b# iCEln ebQ pEr wino Kub nAm kEriCEln| …r¦gñIr EsAEmSdA 
EpEyECn 100r mE}Y 88 Jido 88H kÓAEsr sEbAÑµc nðr|  

ik¾tu EsAEmSdA EbS }E¾d pE# EgEln| a}YApk sb…ElA aE´kH EkAFAo ikCu mAkÑ kAETnin vul 
hEyEC bEl| sb i[k[Ak aAEC, mEn t’ hEµC, EkAFAo ekTA Ef̂ATA vuElr ErS pJÑ¾t EnH| EJ JuEgr gÒ 
bliC, EsH smyTA aAr eKnkAr smyTA aEnk aAlAdA| nðr km imElEC bA CAEœr pRÕn aAEC bElH 
a}YApEkr aAipsGEr ýTÚ kEr ]uEk JAbAr EroyAj tKn iClnA| a}YApEkr aAipsGEr EJEt buEkr pATA 
lAgt| aAimo vu™vuig, tEb aEnkTA pEr|  

aEnk EvEbicE¾t, aEnk sAhs s®y kEr EsAEmSdA rAjcß bAbur drjAy ETAkA mArEln| Evtr 
EFEk Kub tIxÈ kEãr aAoyAj EvEs el, “Yes, come in”|  

 



 
EsAEmSdA vEy vEy GEr ]uEk a}YApEkr pA CûEy pRNAm kEr, prIxAr KAtA eigEy idEy ökEnA 

glAy aAmÚtA aAmÚtA kEr blEln, “sYAr, aAim EdKiC 88 EpEyiC”|  
a}YApk EsAEmSdAr Øp}ÑA EdEK ekTu ibr™ hEyH blEln, “tAEt kI hEyEC?” 
EsAEmSdA ebAEr GAmEt GAmEt blEln, “nA sYAr, bliClAm Jid vul…ElA ekTu bEl Edn| tAhEl, 

vib>YEt \ }rEnr vul…ElA e#AbAr EcøA krb”|  
a}YApk EsH purEnA aAmElr EgAlEgAl hAH pAoyAErr cSmAr ivtr idEy KAtAiT wELTpAELT EdEK 

EsAEmSdAr hAEt Efrq idEy idEln, tArmAEn “EsAEmS, eHbAEr tuim eEsA”| 
EsAEmSdA aAmÚtA aAmÚtA kEr blEln, “sYAr, tEb EJ aAim 88 EplAm, EsTA Ekn Jid dyA kEr 

ekTu bEl Edn”|  
a}YApk ebAEr iÞ}AhIn kEã blEln, “aAmAr prIxAr pRÕnpœ t’ ebAEr Kub shj iCElA”|  
eH akATY Jui™r pEr aAr EkAno kFA cEl nA, rAj cß EbAEsr sAEF t’ eEkbAEr nyH| “ĥYA, 

sYAr” bEl, a}YApEkr pA punrAy CûEy pRNAm kEr, EsAEmSdA in:SEë ifEr EgEln inEjr aAipsGEr| gÒiT 
EsAEmSdAr kAECH risEy risEy ekAi}kbAr ESAnA| 

 
DAEnETr sšrbCr bys DAEnETr sšrbCr bys DAEnETr sšrbCr bys DAEnETr sšrbCr bys wdÚJApnwdÚJApnwdÚJApnwdÚJApn 

1980r mAzAmAiz| nAmI a}YApk cAlIÑ DAEnETr 70 EhAElA| DAEnETr nAEm t̂ArH aAib×kªt ekAi}k 
ETø aAEC EJ…ElA skElH, mAEn DA™Ar-HiÎinyAr ebQ anYAnY ¯b@AinEkrA, irsAEcÑ bYbhAr kEr FAEkn| 
EsH cAlIÑr 70tm jÁmidbs pAilt hEµC mYAkmAØTAr ibSÆibdYAlEy| aA¾tjÑAitk knfAEr¾s| 

bAGA bAGA sb ¯b@AinEkr aAgmn EsKAEn| DAEnETr tKn pRAy 90 bCr byØk bªiTS a}YApk 
EsKAEn wpiØÛt, Es ek aAÿJÑ aiv@tA| aAimo aAiC| aAEr nA, nA, aApnArA GAb#AEbn nA, GAb#AbAr 
mtn ikCu hyin| hyt Ekw vulbSt: aAmAr nAmTA iliøEt ]uikEy idEyiCl| Es JAH EhAk, knfAEr¾s ör¦ 
EhAElA DAEnETr EsH pRAy 90 bCr byØk a}YApEkr iPlnAir b™ªtA idEy|  

aiDETAiryAm eEkbAEr vitÑ, 500r EbSI ¯b@Aink bEs Kub mn idEy b™ªtA önECn| onArA sbAH 
EbS Ekw-EkTA JAEk bEl| aAmAr üvAb EbS KArAp, aAim nA mAnElo aEnEk aAmAy eEkbAEr JAEk bEl 
EDEk inEy igEy sAmEn d̂A# kirEy mEn kirEy Edy| aAmAr aAbAr JA vuElAmn! aAim sbsmy EbS 
EjAErr sAEF bil EJ eTA aAmAr iptªEdb-mAtªEdbIr ijnÚ-sQkRA¾t| aApnArA hyt hAsECn| Es JAH EhAk, 
EsH aAim bEsiC aEnk ipCEn| aAmAr sAmEn 25-30TA ErA aAim pir×kAr EdKEt pAiµC| aAmAr vibJYq 
sAmEn bHEyr pAtAr mtn, Fuir kiÇpwTAErr úRIEnr mtn, EKAlA|  

aAmAr kAEn aAsEC ekjEnr Kub mªdu nAiskAgjÑEnr aAoyAj| aAim tqxnAq buEziC EkAFA EFEk 
aAoyAjTA aAsEC| imLTn EsAEblÚ bEsECn pRFm sAirEt bEs, winH nAk DAkECn| bEl rAiK EJ imLTnEk 
ekDAEk sbAH EcEn aAr skElrH eTAo abSYH jAnA EJ itin EJ EkAno b™ªtAy ]uEkH GEumAEbn| 
imLTEnr byso tKn 80 CûH CûH, tAr sAEF SRbNSi™ pRAy iClH nA blEt hy|  

eidEk EGAr smsYA EhAElA EJ imLTEnr nAiskAgjÑn EbE#H cll iminET-minET| EDisEbl wÜÑmuiK| 
ipCn EFEk aAim eEkbAEr ibin pysAy mjA lu[iC| ØTRYAiTijk JAygAy bEsiC, kI hy kI hy vAb|  

tArpr aAr kI? vibtbY| h[Aq EdKiC, pR}An b™A t̂Ar b™ªtA FAimEy idEyECn| 
imLTn cmÚEk GumEvE‰ EbS apRØtut, win buzEtH pArECn kI GTnATA GETEC, ebQ EsH GTnAr 

ipCEn Ek ji#t ebQ Ekn|  



 
pR}An b™A t̂Ar EpAiDyAm EFEk mucÚik EhEs E¨hvEr blEln, “Milton, you may sleep through my 

lecture and many people have done so before you. It’s not a problem, but you may not snore”|  
sitYH 90 bCr byØk risk a}YApk| smØt hlGr hAisEt EfET prl|  
du iminTo JAyin, aAmAr ØTRYAiTijk JAygA EFEk aAbAr öniC mªdu nAiskAgjÑn| vAbiC, aAbAr kI 

jAin kI hy| 
 

HnHnHnHnÚÚÚÚifiniTifiniTifiniTifiniT    bØtubØtubØtubØtuiT iT iT iT aAsEl aAsEl aAsEl aAsEl kIkIkIkI???? 
aAmAr ek a}YApk-båur ekriš ECEl, aESAk, 1, 2, 3 sðEå pRAFimk ekTA }ArNA krEt ör¦ 

kErEC| aAim aAr aAmAr ØœI eE°bAEr JAEk bEl “ĥA”| “ĥA” hbArH kFA| aAmAEdr ECEl bItESAk aAr 
\ aESAk ekbyis| bItESAk tKno pJÑY¾t sEbmAšr klAEk “vAlA” b’El aAmAEdr sbAHEk mAitEy 
ErEKEC| aAim aAr aAmAr ØœI bItESAkEk inEy KubH gibÑt EJmnTA sA}Arnt hoyAr kFA| ö}u \ ECA– 
aESAEkr bAbA-mA’r l‹Ar mAFA KAoyA bA#AbAi# EdEK mEn mEn gAHiC, “ipiCEy pE#iC aAim EJ/ijtb 
Ekmn kEr”| Jido EjtAr aASAy bAil! 

inEjr mAn b̂AcAEt aAim riTEy idlAm EJ aAim HithAs-vuEgAl p#AH| eidEk, HithAs-vuEgAl 
aE´kr tulnAy kmÚit Ekn, eH inEy ibtkÑ öru EhAElA| aApnArA skElH abiht EJ aAim aAbAr ibtkÑ 
eEkbAErH pC¾d kirnA kArN aAim skElr bA#IEtH EKEt EJEt vAlbAis| KAoyATA hAtCA#A hEy EgEl 
EbS du:K hy|  

aAmAr båu asQKY, ik¾tu du:EKr kFA EhAElA EJ aAmAr båurA sitY EJn sb Ekmn| ik blb du:EKr 
kFA, inj-inj ibJy inEy aAmAr båurA skElH vIJNvAEb akArEN ØpSÑkAtr, aAmAr mtn w¾mu™ mn aAr 
iÞtIyiT EmlA vAr| aApnArA aAmAr båu b’El kFAiT bllAm, kAwEk EJn aAbAr bEl bsEbn nA|  

 JAH EhAk, fl vAElA EhAElA nA| tbuo bil, aE´kr ElAEkEdr aEnk EdAEJr mE}Y ekTA b# 
EdAJ EhAElA “HnifiniT” SëiT Jœtœ bYbhAr krA| aAmAr mEtA aAspAESr aAr sbAHEk aüiØtEt EflAr 
jnYH EbA}hy eTA krA! aAim HithAs-vuEgAl p#AH, tAH bYApArTA aApnAEdr mtn aAimo Kub apC¾d 
kir|  

aESAEkr bAbA-mA dujEnH aE´kr mAØTAr| JFAibiht bAb-mA’r cAEp, ekidn aESAk EbS trtirEy 
…NEt iSEK Egl| vAblAm gAECr EgA#Ay EbS imrAkÚlÚ-EgRA aAr jl pE#EC inÿy| eidEk aAmAEdr 
bA#IEt aAbAr jl bA#¾t|  

aESAEkr bAbA-mA tAEk inEy üvAbt:H vI>N gibÑt| aAr gibÑt EkAnÚ bAbA-mA-H bA hEb nA? JAEk 
bEl eEkbAEr hIErr TukErA ECEl| aAmrA tAEdr bA#I EgElH, aESAEkr pAibÓk ETø ör¦ EhAEtA| eH 
EcyAErr k’TA pAyA? mA’r k’TA EcAK? eKAEn k’TA cAib, bA#Ir sAmEn k’TA iŝi#, HtYAid HtYAid| 

eEhn aESAk ekidn bAbAr sAEF ØÛAnIy ekiT mlÚ-e EgEC, bAp-ECElr aAwiTQ, eEkbAEr lAŠ 
EKEy ifrEb| mlÚ-e ]ukEtH, sAmEn üE†r iŝi#, eúAElTAr| ELAAv sAmlAEt nA EpEr, eEkbAEr l‹A-
srEmr mAFA EKEy, bAbAr srAsir pRSÂ, “aAµCA, bAbAH, eúAElTAEr k’TA iŝi# aAEC Er?” dubCErr aESAEkr 
dumÚ kEr wšr, “HnÚifiniT”|  

aAim kI aAr emÚÚin eminH aE´kr ElAEkEdr ekTu-aA}Tu ihQEs kir! aApnArAH blun EJ e shY 
krA JAy? 



The List of Sponsors  for
 Durga Puja Festivities Includes

Tapas and Sibani Bandyopadhyay, and family

Ashis and Ruma Basu

Saumitra and Nasima Banerjee, and family

Subrata K. Basu

Sudhangshu and Juthika Bose, and family

Anil and Pranati Chakrabarti, and family

Kalyan and Shyamali Chakravarti, and family

Dhipati and Papia Chanda, and family

Tirthankar and Dipa Choudhuri, and family

Amal Das

Dipak and Sabita Das

Gopal and Samhita Das, and family

Arindam and Mallika Dasgupta, and family

Chinmoy and Jhumi Ghosh, and family

Subhajit and Sanchita Maitra, and family

Gautam and Nilanjana Maulik

Swapan and Sandhya Mukherjee, and family

Vivek and Devoshri Mukherjee, and family

Nitis and Mahua Mukhopadhyay, and family

Satya and Hiru Pati, and family

Piyali Ram, and family

Ratna and Sib S. Ray, and family

Subrata K. Ray and Anita Ray, and family

Gita Roy

Thanks to All Sponsors



 

 

 

Recent Charitable Contributions of BAGH, Inc. 

2009-2010 

 

BAGH, Inc. donated funds 

 

 

to reach out to families of the victims of a devastating 

automobile accident 

 

and 

 

for Haitian Disaster Relief 



Best Wishes From

Dr. Amal Das

and
 

Family



2009 Durga Puja Greetings

From

The American Express

Financial Advisors



Best Wishes From

Dhipati Chanda, Papia Chanda, Jaidip Chanda,

Sara Chanda, Anjali Chanda, Ariane Chanda,
 

Nolan Chanda, Nicholas Chanda, Koyalee Chanda,

Neal Brandenburg, and Ruby Chanda Brandenburg

South Hadley, Massachusetts



Durga Puja

Greetings and Compliments

from

Dr. & Mrs. Chandra Narayanan 

and

Family



Durga Puja

Greetings and Compliments

from

Dr. Dipak Das

and

Family



Bijoya Greetings From
Parth, Bella & Mukesh Desai

We Specialize In

QUALITY • SERVICE • VALUE
(and we do just about everything!)

PLEASE CALL US FOR A
NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

(860) 529-4141
632 Cromwell Ave.  (Route 3) (Pavillion West)
Rocky Hill, CT  06067

• DIGITAL HIGH SPEED
BLACK AND WHITE

• DIGITAL COLOR
• OFFSET PRINTING

Output from your disk or Relective Art
Full Typesetting and Design on the premises
Full Binding Services on the premises

•  LETTERHEADS
•  ENVELOPES
•  BUSINESS CARDS
•  ANNOUNCEMENTS
•  BROCHURES
•  FLYERS
•  RUBBER STAMPS
•  CARBONLESS FORMS
•  POSTCARDS
•  MANUALS
•  INVITATIONS
•  TICKETS
•  WEDDING INVITATIONS
•  GUMMED LABELS
•  COLOR PRINTING

SINCE

1985

Fax: (860) 257-8844

www.pbmprinters.com



Durga Puja Greetings 

 

 

Best Wishes 

 

and 

 

 

Compliments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

from 
 

 

 

TD Bank 



 

 

 



Durga Puja Greetings 

With Compliments From 
 

 

 

 

Hampden County Physician 

Associates, L.L.C. 
 

 

Subrata Ray, M.D., F.A.C.C. 
 

 

 

 

  

Located At 

77 Boylston Street, Springfield, MA 01104 
 

 

& 
 

 

185 West Avenue, Ludlow, MA 01506 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Providing Full Spectrum of Cardiology 

 

 

 

 

 

“Committed to Your Good Health” 



Durga Puja

Greetings and Compliments

from

Dr. Subrata K. Basu





Durga Puja

Greetings and Compliments

from

Dr. Golam Gazi
Mrs. Molly Gazi

and

Family



Durga Puja

Greetings and Compliments

from

Mr. Kamran Wali
Mrs. Sonya Brunswick-Wali

and

Kaden



Durga Puja

Greetings and Compliments

from

Dr. Sanjay Sinha
Mrs. Veena Sinha

and

Family



Durga Puja

Greetings and Compliments

from

Dr. Surendra Chawla
Mrs. Ranjana Chawla

and

Family



Durga Puja

Greetings and Compliments

from

Dr. Tapas Bandyopadhyay (Banerjee)
Dr. David Grise
Dr. John Rodgers

Dr. William Preskenis
Dr. Brett Volpe

Dr. Mandy Wainscoat

At
Prime Health Care, P.C. 



 

 

 

 

 



Durga Puja

Greetings and Compliments

from

Woodlands Anesthesia Group 



 

In Memoriam 

 

Over the years, a number of family members, friends, 
and patrons who deeply loved, nurtured, and cared 

for BAGH have moved on toward eternity. 
 
 
 
 

They are gone forever, but they are not forgotten. 
Their wisdom, creative genius, and willingness 
to give have made BAGH that we celebrate today. 

 
 
 
 

The BAGH Executive Committee rejoices the lives 
and works of those family members, friends, and patrons 

who are all dearly missed during these festivities.  
 
 
 
 

Join us in a quiet remembrance with the deepest 
sense of affection and gratitude. 

 

 

 

 

“jIbnmrENr sImAnA CA#AEy, 
 båu Eh aAmAr, rEyC dÂ#AEy||” 
               rbIßnAF 



NOTES



Durga Puja 

Greetings and Compliments 

from 

 

 

Dr. Saumitra Banerjee 
Dr. David Walter 
Dr. David Cherry 
Dr. Steven Brown 

Dr. William Pennoyer 
Dr. Amanda Ayers 

 

 



People making major decisions about your financial future,

who don’t even know you, your family, your business.

At Rockville Bank, we’re your local, independent community

bank with all the products or services you, your family and

business will ever need. Our decision making is local, 

our community support is local and our superior

customer service is real…you call and a person 

answers the phone, not a machine. 

You may think changing banks is complicated, but it’s not as

complicated as dealing with decision makers in another state.  

We’ll even make changing banks easy with our 

Break Up KitSM. Rockville Bank will close out your accounts 

at another bank and do all the paperwork for you. 

We have branches wherever you live, work or shop. 

Call 860-291-3600 or 800-871-1859 and a person, 

not a machine, answers the phone.  Or visit rockvillebank.com

to learn more about our hours and locations.

What If Your Bank’s Major
Decisions Were Made 100, 
400 Or More Miles Away?

RockvilleBank
Connecticut’s Best Community Bank I That’s My Bank! SM
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